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MANIFESTO
Since 2005, Digicult is one of the main online platform that examines the impact of digital
technologies and science on art, design, culture and contemporary society. Based on an international Network of critics, curators, artists, designers, professors, researchers, journalists,
media center, galleries and festival, Digicult is an editorial project that daily publish news,
informations, articles, interviews, reports and even essays, artists’ book and the Digimag
Journal through its online publishing service Digicult Editions.
Digimag Journal is an interdisciplinary online publication seeking high-standard articles and
reviews that focus on the impact of the last technological and scientific developments on art,
design, communication and creativity. Following the former Digimag Magazine (72 issues
in 7 years), it is based on international call for papers on given subjects and provides readers
with comprehensive accounts of the latest advancements in the international digital art and
culture scene.
Digimag was born as a monthly magazine and published 72 issues in over 7 years. It provided
readers with comprehensive accounts of the latest advancements in the international digital
art scene and culture. The magazine evolved year after year, issue after issue, morphing into
a hybrid instrument able to reflect the complexity of contemporary artistic and cultural production. It quickly became a cultural instrument, a tool for academics, researchers, students,
artists, designers, geeks and practitioners connected to the main international media centers,
universities, contemporary art galleries, digital art festivals and hacktivist networks.

Digicult Editions is the publishing initiative of the Digicult project, whose goal is to be active
in the publication of the Digimag Journal, but also critical and theoretical books and essays
commissioned to international authors, university thesis of special interest, publications edited in collaboration with other national and international publishers, conference proceedings and classes materials connected to educational activities, as well as peer-reviewed publications with institutional partners.
Digicult Edition uses all the tools of a contemporary digital publishing: the print on demand
(POD) approach through Peecho, Epub and Mobi formats, always giving the chance to join
all the prewieves through the Digicult Library on Issuu. All contents by Digicult Editions are
circulating under CC Licences: Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0
http://digicult.it/digimag-journal/
https://issuu.com/digicultlibrary
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THE ARTS
ECOSYSTEM
Already in 2005 the American environmentalist (and 350.org founder) Bill McKibben pointed out the lack of awareness about climate change and other environmental issues, while
addressing a specific call for action to arts: “Oddly, though we know about it, we don’t know
about it. It hasn’t registered in our gut; it isn’t part of our culture. Where are the books? The
poems? The plays? The goddamn operas?”.
We cannot deny the vital role arts and creativity have to play within the energy and environmental field, especially in the current Anthropocene age, where the human impact on
climate and nature is dominant and undisputed. Like Josef Koudelka’s photographs of lands
dominated by head frames, waste heaps, factory stacks and dried-up lakes freezed showing:
“consequences of the industrial revolution that facilitated an unprecedented upsurge of the
living standards but at the cost of irreversible changes in nature”, Jussi Parikka’s recent theories included in his book “The Anthrobscene” (2015) also alert we’re now living in an “environmental wasteland, where media never die. A toxic scenario in which corporate and human
desires as a geophysical force”.
Diverse are the ways in which artists can contribute to address and deepen public understanding of environmental topics as climate change, alternative energy sources etc. In particular
networked technologies are more and more active in the space between local and global, so
they can maybe represent a real opportunity for the environmental crisis we are living, instead
of being a threat factor. In this sense, also the materiality of media and digital tools themselves
urge to a serious questioning about their molecular compositions, connecting them to deeper
analysis on earth substrata.
If the Anthropocene Working Group suggests that the first nuclear test at Los Alamos in 1945
should be considered the milestone for this contemporary epoch in which modern mechanised industry and the use of fossil fuels have become the dominant force for changes in our
atmosphere, seas and land, what is the status of the current discussions about environmental
issues and their direct impact on a social, cultural and economic level?
What kind of artistic narratives are proven to be compelling and effective in raising ecological
awareness? What is the challenge for arts and culture within this scenario? What are the main
contributions to the media theories for the Anthropocene?
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Brasilia in 2005 - Image credits: NASA/METI/AIST/Japan Space Systems, and U.S./Japan ASTER Science Team

THE CRISIS
OF THE
HORIZON
AERIAL VIEWS IN THE
AGE OF ENVIRONMENTAL
CATASTROPHES
Vanina Saracino
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The airplane indicts - Le Corbusier
In recent years, the environmental crisis has been a prevailing topic in the artistic and curatorial practice. The urgency
of approaching climate change, the sixth extinction, as well
as an undeniable, renewed fascination with sci-fi culture
within the arts can be interpreted from several points of
views - from the influence of the Anthropocene theories in
the arts since the 2000s, which finally attributed the environmental catastrophe to the human action, to a renewed
responsibility and sense of direct social utility that translated into a recurring call to action in the arts during the
past decade.
However, our current, global environmental awareness
initially flourished within an epochal shift in our ways of
seeing, conveyed by the encounter of two life-changing
technologies: the camera and aviation.
This optical and lens-based approach to the environmental
discourse requires analyzing, first of all, a shift in our scopic
regime, which happened in two main steps with the development of (1) flight and (2) spaceflight technologies, and
the subsequent proliferation of aerial views and views from
outer space that they engendered. Aerial views first showed
to what extent the proliferation of human activities and the
expansion of the cities were drastically modifying the landscape, injecting the first questions regarding the need of
control and containment of such expansions. Aerial views
initially provided a visual support to the gradually emerging, anthropocentric suspect that the human activity was
in fact the main factor of influence in the environmental
crisis. Consequently, with the development and expansion
of spaceflight technology, views from outer space provided
us with a global gaze on the planet that partly outraced the
anthropocentric perspective, also reminding us of our total
isolation and the fragile Earth’s balance that we need to
preserve in order to avoid extinction.
Without forgetting the looping problem that aircrafts and
spacecrafts also highly contribute to inject carbon dioxide
into the atmosphere, the aim here is to address the shift in
our scopic regime and awareness that was produced by aerial views and views from outer space throughout history
and until today.
The bending horizon
One could argue that the desire to defy gravity and to be able
to look from above was one of the missions at the origin of
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the human dream of flight. UK, Berlin-based artist Simon
Faithfull argued that humans are three-dimensional beings
trapped in a two-dimensional space, and that this frustrating condition has set the basis for our historical struggle
against gravity. In his view, humans initially strived to imitate birds and aquatic animals, beings able to move freely
in all directions within their respective elements of air and
water. In 2004, Faithfull created an artwork in the form of
a performative screening and gathered an audience to observe a strange device taking flight. He had tied a chair to
a helium balloon and a camera, in a way that the resulting
object could fly while filming the chair oscillating with a
background that went progressively far away. During the
first twenty minutes, the screen showed something very
similar to what we would see during a common airplane
flight: an increasingly distant image of the terrestrial soil
soon becoming an aerial view, with the line of the horizon on the background. However, at one point, the device
reaches other, stratospheric heights (close to 30 kilometers). Here, the horizon bends and we suddenly realize to be
in space. The camera allows us to enjoy the view for only
a few minutes, before the entire device starts collapsing,
the chair mysteriously seems to explode while the camera
is still keeping its balance and recording. Then the sound
breaks and the image becomes increasingly disturbed, until
it turns black.
This work, significantly titled Escape Vehicle no.6, offers
an absorbing visual synthesis to consider the bending of the
horizon as the first visual outcome in the history of gravity-defying human actions. By doing so, it also synthesises
the key transition between two historical paradigms. As
observed by philosopher and artist Hito Steyerl , in fact,
for centuries the straight line of the horizon has been an
unquestionable reference for direction and orientation,
as well as the main reference in the linear perspective, a
foundational paradigm of representation in art history. But
the line of the horizon, to the human eye, is blind to the
curvature of the Earth.
By providing an evidence that seemed incontestable and
yet contradicted the most direct perception of the horizon
as a straight line, aerial views and views from outer space
proved of fundamental importance in provoking a radical
shift in our ways of seeing and perceiving space.
They transformed the horizon from an optical reference
to an increasingly more conscious illusion, an operation of
approximation given by the imperfection of human perceptive means.

7

Earthrise, NASA (1968)

The aerial view before and after the conquest of the
air
To a certain extent, the history of the ancestral and everlasting human dream of flight, with its dramatic failures
and stunning achievements, can also be seen as the progressive realization of a new perspective of gaze - namely
the bird’s-eye view or the God’s view - which, for a long
time, could only be represented through a complex operation of abstract visualization, and that was later enabled
by the fusion of two technologies - the camera and the
flying device (the airplane, the satellite, the spaceship, the
drone). Paul Virilio remarks a fascinating temporal coincidence: cinematography and aviation were born the same
year, clearly forcing a radical readjustment of reality and its
representation. To further underline how these two technologies were intertwined, he also quotes Nam June Paik’s
DIGIMAG the digicult’s project journal | n° 77 | year XII | winter 2018

statement “Video doesn’t mean I see; it means I fly”. (3)
In his great experimental film “Our Century” (1982), Armenian director Artavazd Pelechian synthesized this visual
and technological quest through a masterful experiment on
montage, by employing archival images from the earliest
human attempts to fly, then gradually shifting the perspective from the object (the aircraft) to the aerial view. The
development of the film follows the visual and historical
development of the perspective of gaze, which progressively achieves more distance from the terrestrial soil, climaxing in conjunction with the development and perfectioning of aircrafts. The visual narration reaches its highest
point with the first space flights, from which the above
mentioned territory is barely visible, but the Earth can be
observed as a whole, as a dramatically small sphere hanging
in the blackness of space.
8

The aerial view is today so pervasive in our visual and spatial experience that one could argue it has been embedded in our
ways of seeing as a natural-born visual perspective for human beings. To fly is becoming the quickest and cheapest way of
traveling; software providing aerial views is installed by default on all our devices, with different declinations of Google
satellite views (Maps, Earth, Earth Engine, or even Mars) appealing to our astronaut/explorer’s curiosity or guiding our
spatial transitions even in most remote regions.
However, what today is perceived an almost trivial perspective of vision, was an unbroken ambition as well as a scientific
objective throughout centuries. While discussing on this topic in a recent personal conversation in Turku, Finnish artist
Saara Ekström showed me the beautiful drawings realized by Leonardo Da Vinci in the 16th Century, approximately 400
years before any human could actually elevate his gaze to look at the soil from such a distance. These accurate drawings
were realized through an astonishing operation of abstraction of space, perspective and distance, into a view that could
only be imagined at the time.
Long before Leonardo, the zenithal organization of space had been the ultimate graphic quest of territorial mapping, a
form of representation that has its roots in the elaboration of maps and globes (4), and that can be traced back in history
since the antiquity, when it already had proven necessary for navigation and orientation. But before aircrafts and then
spacecrafts were invented, maps and globes were an effort of representation, not yet based on a directly recorded data.

Leonardo Da Vinci, Bird’s eye-view of a sea coast south of Rome. Pen, ink, watercolour on paper, 27,7x40 cm. Royal Library, Windsor (circa 1515)
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delights,” huddled and shut up in tanneries which at every day and at every
hour are undermining us, ageing us,
destroying the species, and making us
serfs.
The airplane is an indictment.
It indicts the city.
It indicts those who control the city.
By means of the airplane, we now
have proof, recorded on the photographic plate, of the rightness of our
desire to alter methods of architecture
and town-planning.

Simon Faithfull, Escape Vehicle no.6, DVD, 25’ (2004)

When the airplane was finally operational, aerial views rapidly went from being
a laborious exercise of abstraction to a tangible reality that could be experienced
and, thanks to the development and enhancement of cameras, also recorded and
displayed afterwards.
In 1928, Le Corbusier flew for the first time and wrote an inspired book on his
experience, observing that the sudden endowment of the bird’s eye view had
revealed to what extent the environment had been brutalized by the human
activity and by the reckless expansion of mega-metropolitan areas. As he wrote,
it had become a “question of the airplane eye, of the mind with which the Bird’s
Eye View has endowed us; of that eye which now looks with alarm at the places
where we live, the cities where it is our lot to be. And the spectacle is frightening, overwhelming. The airplane eye reveals a spectacle of collapse” (5).
Moreover, in Le Corbusier’s analysis, the bird’s-eye view showed to what extent
urban planners and architects needed to modify their practice and the Weltanschauung behind the current practice. In fact, the sight from above often showed
the daunting scenery of an overcrowded and mistreated landscape, which had
been made by careless architects and planners driven by the sole aim of economic profit, regardless of how the individual and collective life would unfold
within and around these expanding structures. In his words:
“We desire to change something in the present world. For the bird’s-eye view
has enabled us to see our cities and the countries which surrounds them, and the
sight is not good.
We knew quite well that our cities were steeped in indignities abhorrent to
men; that our cities made martyrs of men, and that we are deprived of “ essential
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There is a degree of error that cannot
be exceeded. It is the moment when
the conditions which have plunged
persons and society into apathy,
misery, and misfortune, must be revolutionized. The brief and rapid history
of aviation, so close to us, explains to
us the hostile elements surrounding
us, and provides us with the certainty
that soon the very laws of life will justify us.”
By enabling the aerial views, the
airplane instilled the “modern conscience” - a renewed form of belief in
the practice and idealistic, humanistic
approach that has become the basis of
modern architecture, and that echoed
across many disciplines.
Le Corbusier’s thoughts on architectural projects seen from aerial views,
would later inspire urban planner Lucio Costa to design the new capital of
Brazil (Brasilia) in the shape of an airplane or a bird (6).
The Earthrise
Half a century after Le Corbusier’s
overflight, spaceships became operational and ready to transport astronauts, enabling the human gaze to
elevate its perspective farther away
from the terrestrial soil, until the point

10

Leonardo Da Vinci, Bird’s-Eye View of a Landscape (Val di Chiana). Pen, ink, watercolour on paper, 20,8 x 28,3cm, Royal Library, Windsor (1502)

of fitting the entire planet into a photography. Since the
human activity was barely detectable from those heights,
the view from space was technically unable to “indict” the
human practice through its images. However, it had other,
much more powerful implications that shook the core of
the anthropocentric perspective and re-established, with
conclusive transparency, the position of human beings
within the universe.
Astrophysicist Carl Sagan, who was personally involved in
the Apollo 8 program, remembers the nearly unintentional
genesis of one of the most remarkable pictures of human
history. In his words, “When you pack your bags for a trip,
you never know what’s in store for you. The Apollo astronauts on their way to and from the Moon photographed
their home planet. It was a natural thing to do, but it had
consequences that few foresaw. For the first time, the inhabitants of Earth could see their world from above - the
whole Earth, the Earth in color, the Earth as an exquisite
spinning white and blue ball set against the vast darkness of
space. Those images helped awaken our slumbering planetary consciousness. They provide incontestable evidence
that we all share the same vulnerable planet. They remind
us of what is important and what is not. They were the
harbingers of Voyager’s pale blue dot” (7).
DIGIMAG the digicult’s project journal | n° 77 | year XII | winter 2018

The first images of the Earth from the Apollo 8 space mission were followed through live transmission on TV by approximately 570 million people on December 24th, 1968.
These images were afterwards epitomised by the famous
photography known as the Earthrise, which provides still
today an awe-inspiring view of our planet. On a theoretical,
merely speculative level, mankind had long been aware of
the finitude of our planet and of the fragile balance of its
ecosystems. Nevertheless, these images provided us with
an evidence to support such knowledge. They dramatically depicted the relatively small dimension and isolation of
our planet, proving the impossibility of undoing any detrimental activity to the environment within such interconnected ecosystems.
Animated by these feelings and after having experienced
spaceflight personally, astronaut Frank White realized a
series of interviews to colleague astronauts, with the aim of
scientifically proving the common shift in cognitive awareness that follows the view of the Earth from outer space.
By collecting and analyzing these contributions, he came to
resume these shared modifications in the human awareness
as the “overview effect” (8), arguing that space exploration
would not only install a renewed sense of responsibility for
taking care of the environment, but it would also diminish
11

human conflicts on Earth - namely, the struggle for limited
territory, once human life has expanded on other celestial
bodies.
Ironically, however, the development of both aircrafts and
spaceships (but also cameras) had received a huge impulse
in times of global conflicts, when it was envisaged that such
technologies could be employed as weapons. The technical
development of aircrafts was almost completely abandoned
immediately after the end of the World War I, and the research in the field was resumed only afterwards, when a
group of entrepreneurs foresaw the possibility of an upcoming global business in commercial airlines. However,
Le Corbusier remembers how these visionary businessmen
were initially regarded as complete fools, and publicly ridiculed for their delusory intentions.
The history of spaceships is analogue: initially engendered
in the context of the Cold War with the aim of developing
war technology while contributing to national prestige by
exploiting the collective imagination of human interplanetary life, the research in space exploration was nearly abandoned for decades after the Moon landing. As Carl Sagan
remarks, “Apollo was not mainly about science. It was not
even mainly about space. Apollo was about ideological confrontation and nuclear war - often described by such euphemisms as world ‘leadership’ and national ‘prestige’” (9).
In fact, the same rockets required to send people to orbit
the Earth or robots to orbit the Sun can be used for nuclear war. There were undoubtedly other ways of testing
and developing rockets already in use, but space exploration could capture the imagination of the world, hence the
much needed public support. After the great achievement
of the Moon landing in 1969 and the end of the Cold War
in 1989, the exploration of space ceased to be at the top
of any priority list. It was only recently that visionary entrepreneurs like Richard Branson and Elon Musk began to
foresee a business in commercial spaceflight, contributing
with their projects to renew the collective interest in space
exploration.
Without forgetting the looping circularity and irony of human history, it is interesting here to underline with Sagan
that “what began in deadly competition has helped us to see
that global cooperation is essential to our survival” (10) and
that the questioning of our anthropocentric perspective,
together with the raise of a collective awareness toward the
environment was prompted by human experience of the
bird’s eye view, the aerial view, and the view from outer
space.
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If, as argued above, aerial views showed us that any thoughtless human practice would sooner or later constitute a local
environmental problem, views from outer space went one
step further, providing the evidence that there is no such
thing as a local environmental problem.

Curator of the Berlin-based art platform ikonoTV and
Co-Director of the Videoart Exhibition Project OLHO-video art cinema (Rio de Janeiro and San Paolo).
She holds a Bachelor in Semiotics and master degrees in
Art Management and Theory of Contemporary Arts. She
studied at the universities of Bologna, Paris (VIII), Buenos
Aires (UBA) and Barcelona (UAB). She curated projects in
Italy, Argentine, Spain, Colombia, Germany and Brazil. She
published on Input Art Magazine and Disturbis-Journal of
Philosophy. She is currently based in Berlin.
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Semiconductor - Earthworks

SEMICONDUCTOR:
EARTHWORKS
Ruth Jarman and Joe Gerhardt

Inspiration for Earthworks came from
a visit we made to La Planta, a Sorigué
quarry situated in Lleida, Spain. The
landscape at Planta was formed by
an old river bed; as the river shifted
across the landscape over centuries
and millennia, it left behind deposits
of sand and gravel forming the distinctive sedimentary layers that can be
seen in the quarry face today.
We researched the techniques and
processes scientists use to create an
understanding of these layered formations and came across the technique

of Geo-Modelling. It uses layers of
multi-coloured sand or other particles
to represent landscape matter and applies pressure and motion to simulate
tectonic and seismic forces. As the layers become deformed they reproduce,
quite accurately, the generation and
evolution of landscape in nature.
The resulting patterns of the coloured
layers resemble complex marbled
waveforms. We visited the Analogue
Modelling Laboratory at the University of Barcelona to learn about the
technique.
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We wanted to introduce time to these
models to bring them to life and create an experience of the phenomena of
landscape formation through the tools
that are used to study it. We turned
to thinking about the forces of nature
that have gone towards making these
forms and researched accessing seismic data related to tectonic and land
forming activity, around the globe,
with a view to using it to animate
layered models and simultaneously
become the soundtrack.
We have previously worked with the
14

Iris (Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology) network, an
open source data archive, to access
earthquake seismic data and we set
about seeing if we could find other
types of seismic activity. It’s quite
a laborious process which involves
randomly ploughing through many
instrument’s archives, accessing data
sets, processing them, translating
them to sound and listening to what
you’ve got. We were keen to find data
sets which represented landscapes in a
state of flux and we initially settled on

three different sources; glacial, earthquake and volcanic. Each data set was
made up of multiple sources accessed
over a period of a few weeks.
We were also interested in representing the Anthropocene, a proposed
geologic chronological term for an
epoch that begins when human activities have a significant impact on the
Earth. We proposed to install a seismometer at the La Planta site to collect the seismic signature of man’s
vibrations through the Earth, in this

instance; machines working, quarrying activity, construction and human
movement. We subsequently worked
with Professor Dr. Albert Casas and
Professor Dr. Manuel Viladevall Solé
from the Faculty of Geology at the
University of Barcelona to install a
seismometer at La Planta, and collect
seismic data; this became the fourth
source of data we employed.
We adopted the language of
Geo-Modelling and worked with a
programmer to construct a software
environment in Houdini, which allowed us to create a graphical layered
landscape in cross-section, made up of
millions of particles, and then animate
it according to parameters we created;
relating to laws of motion and forces
of nature. It was a complex involved
process, building a tool from scratch,
which took us 6 months of intensive
development and implementation.
The seismic data is the key to driving the work. We converted the four
sections of seismic data into audio to
form the soundtrack. We composed
it to give it structure and rhythm and
developed a surround sound immersive listening experience. The seismic
audio is rich, full of the intricacies of
the dynamics of our planet in motion,
and provides an intimate
experience. The sounds are arresting
and extremely evocative of how you
would imagine
matter colliding, squeezing and in
motion, to sound; it varies from
booming, screeching and shattering,
to shuffling, squeezing and rippling.

Semiconductor - Earthworks

We simultaneously used the data to
create and control the animation of
the layers, so that the data as sound is
directly sculpting the image, animating and forming the landscape. The
animation and sound are not just synchronised but physically interwoven,
DIGIMAG the digicult’s project journal | n° 77 | year XII | winter 2018
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Semiconductor - Earthworks

reflecting the symbiotic relationships
between landscape formation and
seismic vibrations.
Seismic data is captured as a numerical
data over a frequency of time. The data
can be re- plotted as a waveform and
then translated directly into sound.
We like working with scientific data
related to physical matter and trying to work with it in a raw form as
possible, so we can get as close to the
original matter as possible without
anthropomorphising it. We embrace
the human signature in the data as a
way to question how science mediates
nature, but we don’t want to include
aesthetic choices into the data. In this
instance man’s
signature is the frequency of the waveform which is sped up to bring it into
our audible range.
The finished work is installed as five
channels with 4.1 surround sound.

The original composition is 9600 x
1080 pixels at 60p. The work is installed onto a zigzag of five large
screens, whose sculptural form reflects the waveforms in the landscape
and data, becoming a landscape in
cross-section, or quarry face. The
work is immersive in scale, so that
the viewer becomes part of the landscape. The sound is installed across 4
channels with subwoofers, creating
a surround sound work. It includes
low frequency rumbles which can be
physically felt. Earthworks is made up
of four chapters; each chapter is one
type of seismic data. The coloured layers start off flat and gradually evolve
throughout the entire work, becoming complex marbled waveforms until
the scene is far removed from when
it started. Each scene has a range of
colours selected from scientific geological maps.
In our work we are interested in exploring the material nature of the
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physical world and how we experience
it through the lens of science and technology. With this work we want to
create an experience of the phenomena of landscape formation through
the languages that are made to study
it. By using seismic data to control the
Geo-Models we are not only playing
with the idea that it is these actions
that have shaped landscapes, but also
that being an event that occurs beyond a human-time frame, landscape
formation can only be experienced
through scientific technological mediation of nature. It produces information about time, space and phenomena that no human consciousness
could possibly have witnessed. It is as
if we are watching hundreds of thousands of years played out in front of
our eyes, revealing experiences beyond our everyday perceptions of the
physical world.
On the one hand we want to celebrate
16

Semiconductor - Earthworks

the revelatory capacities of modern
science and technologies to create a
kind of technological sublime, using
these techniques and processes to
produce stunning animations, whilst
simultaneously inviting viewers to
consider the philosophical problems
posed by such technologically mediated observations of suprasensible
phenomena.

With the advent of digital techniques
and processes, Semiconductor have
expanded on this notion, making a
name for themselves in sculpting imperceptible physical landscapes, that
exist on a massive scale.

knowing our work they really wanted
our collaboration to be inspired by
the quarry and that was really natural
because it meant landscape, technology, science, things that are already
in our work.

Silvia Bianchi: This is not the first
time you work with volcanoes, how
did this project start?

We are not trying to replicate the process of landscape formation accurately,
but use the framework of Geo-Modelling to develop a unique and striking
animation technique which simultaneously philosophically questions how
science mediates our experiences of
natural phenomena through the tools
and languages made to study it, positioning man as an observer of the
physical world. The title Earthworks,
acknowledges the history of the Land
Art movement which used actual
landscapes as an artistic medium.

Semiconductor: We have been collecting volcanoes datas for different
projects in the past and there is an online network called Iris where all the
different seismic scientists collect this
type of data and upload it there, so we
researched which of this sounds we
could use and we started to compose
them and to develop them in visual
way.

When we got in the face of the quarry
the first we thought was that we could
really read the landscape and understand how layers and layers of story
superimposed by looking at it, so we
just began to think about this. We also
wanted to question the way in which
science mediate nature and how volcanologist create a different kind of
experience of nature so we ended up
looking at the analog modelling the
seismologist use to simulate the bedding and they can really accurately recreate the movement.

Sonar Planta is the collaboration
between Sonar and and the Fundació Sorigué for SonarPLANTA and

We looked for the most most hi-tech
laboratory and we discovered the the
Faculty of Earth Sciences at the Uni-
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versity of Barcelona was the place. Was just a series of perfect coincidences who made the project possible. We took
as a basis a really accurate model of the Pyrenees they made
and then we introduced the data we collected at the Quarry.
Silvia Bianchi: I spent a while sitting in front of the installation yesterday and I noticed people seated inside the
space respecting a certain distance from the screens. It’s
nice because it seems like on one hand they are inside the
installation and on the other the artwork creates a new
point of view for the audience. Do you think that art can
add another point of view to science?

through technological and scientific mediated observations
of nature. We wanted to offer to people a way of starting to
understand what the matter is and what the physical processes are in a way that perhaps Science doesn’t do. Science
is a language and its tools are not made to offer an experience.

We try to make you step out your everyday perception of
the world and in this case it was quite difficult to think on
a completely different scale, we wanted to represent the
process of the Earth’s formation through centuries up to
and including the Anthropocene. It is not easy to make an
exercise on such a long timeframe, we are talking about
thousands and thousands of years and also about dealing
with a huge physical scale. We wanted the viewer to consider the problem that’s posed by only experiencing nature

We use the products of science and the tools and the techniques to create meaning and understanding. There are
many layers of understanding in society and we are taking these concepts to find ways to create experiences from
them. Most Science is about trying to explain the concepts
but we are interested in creating experiences. Our work
Heliocentric for example is about the first concept you
learn at school, sun is at the center of the Solar System and
the Earth is rotating. While learning it, you also learn that

Semiconductor - Earthworks

Semiconductor: This is really interesting. Especially for
a piece of work like this we have been thinking about Anthropocene a lot and about how our work relates to that.
We realized that in our work we try to offer a different
perspective, where you are invited to experience science.

We really need to think about what science is, considering it as a language and thinking if Science is asking the
right question, because when the question is answered, it is
not Science anymore. With this work we wanted to create
an experience of the phenomena of landscape formation
through the languages of science that are made to study it.
By using seismic data to control the geo models, we are not
only playing with the idea that seismic events have shaped
and formed the landscape around us, but also that being
events that occur beyond a human timeframe can only be
experienced through scientific mediation of nature.
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people used to think the opposite: that the Earth was at the
center of the Solar System. It doesn’t really matter which
one is true but the concept experienced. In Heliocentric we
created the experience of the Sun in the middle of the film
and the Earth rotates; even if your mind sees it it is still suggested the opposite. We like to create ways of experiencing
concepts you normally don’t even think about, so here the
concept is to experience the landscape formation. We use
Science rather than work with Science.
Silvia Bianchi: How did you use Sonar Planta space?
Semiconductor: We imagined to put the landscape inside
the space and to recreate a quarry so we put the five screens
on a zig-zag fashion. In the space we dealt with big scale
concepts, and in order to create an humbling experience
we used big screens to render the scale of the landscape.
The idea was to have people inside the installation, as part
of it, such as the people observing natural events. The
humans wouldn’t be able to observe this in their lifespan
because this processes take ages and they are not ordinary
experiences, and humans can just be a small part of them.

ted making works working with the computer, we were
the first generation who owned computers, it was ‘97, we
were making works with it, we really wanted to understand what the digital matter was and we wanted to create pieces of work we could process. Doing a lot of those
works, we were interested in the idea that the digital information could be translated into digital sounds and also
images could, so we made pieces of work playing with that
notion. We have always been interested in how matter can
be represented as image and as sound. They are both materials and they stay as such while being very much united,
since one cannot exist without the other.

RUTH JARMAN & JOE GERHARDT

Silvia Bianchi: I read that you like to work with raw data:
is that a way of finding a new meaning for them?
Semiconductor: Raw data is the closest you can get to
nature, because most science products collect raw data,
to then translate them and clean them. The data become
something useful for scientists to find what they are determined to find, but of course nature is messy and science
is a clean product so in a way the Scientist has already humanized the data to make something other scientists can
understand. We like to go back to the noisy dirty raw datas
to bring them closer to nature itself.
Silvia Bianchi: How did you work to create the color
wave?
Semiconductor: We worked with colors that the scientists use for modelling, so that was the selection we used.
Some of the gradients are directly taken from models and
applied so they have the same relationship they have in
actual models. The movement is generated by sound, obviously we had parameters and waves for each sections of
seismic sound and we defined how the movement was going to be but then the sound and the data completely control the space, the speed and everything that is happening.
Silvia Bianchi: Is that a way of visualizing sound?
Semiconductor: From very early on, when we first starDIGIMAG the digicult’s project journal | n° 77 | year XII | winter 2018

SEMICONDUCTOR
SEMICONDUCTOR IS UK ARTIST DUO RUTH JARMAN AND JOE
GERHARDT. THEY HAVE BEEN WORKING TOGETHER FOR NEARLY
TWENTY YEARS PRODUCING VISUALLY AND INTELLECTUALLY
ENGAGING MOVING IMAGE WORKS WHICH EXPLORE THE MATERIAL NATURE OF OUR WORLD AND HOW WE EXPERIENCE IT
THROUGH THE LENS OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, QUESTIONING HOW THESE DEVICES MEDIATE OUR EXPERIENCES.
THEIR UNIQUE APPROACH HAS WON THEM MANY AWARDS,
COMMISSIONS AND PRESTIGIOUS FELLOWSHIPS INCLUDING;
SÓNARPLANTA 2016 COMMISSION, COLLIDE @ CERN ARS ELECTRONICA AWARD 2015, JERWOOD OPEN FOREST 2015 AND SAMSUNG ART + PRIZE 2012. EXHIBITIONS AND SCREENINGS INCLUDE; THE UNIVERSE AND ART, MORI ART MUSEUM, TOKYO,
JAPAN, 2016; INFOSPHERE, ZKM, KARLSRUHE, 2016; QUANTUM
OF DISORDER, MUSEUM HAUS KONSTRUKTIV, ZURICH, 2015; DA
VINCI: SHAPING THE FUTURE, ARTSCIENCE MUSEUM, SINGAPORE, 2014; LET THERE BE LIGHT, HOUSE OF ELECTRONIC ARTS,
BASEL 2013 (SOLO SHOW); FIELD CONDITIONS, SAN FRANCISCO
MUSEUM OF MODERN ART, 2012; INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL ROTTERDAM, 2012; NEW YORK FILM FESTIVAL: VIEWS FROM
THE AVANT GARDE, 2012; EUROPEAN MEDIA ART FESTIVAL, 2012;
WORLDS IN THE MAKING, FACT, LIVERPOOL 2011 (SOLO SHOW);
EARTH; ART OF A CHANGING WORLD, ROYAL ACADEMY OF ARTS,
LONDON, 2009 AND SUNDANCE FILM FESTIVAL, 2009.
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Lars Jan, HOLOSCENES, Newspaper, Toronto, 2014. Photo: Lars Jan

PERSONALIZATION
AND SCIENTIFIC DATA:
OPPOSED ELEMENTS
OR TWO PARTS
OF ONE WHOLE?

Anna Gorchakovskaya
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The growing problem of climate
change, together with undeniable
scientific evidence of its impetuous
development, have recently seen an
increased attention from the world of
art. For many years now, numerous
artists have been united in a collective effort to experiment new forms
of art aimed at drawing attention to
the problem and to inspiring change.
Countless new approaches have been
introduced and continue to be developed. This article seeks to explore
some of the most prevalent aspects
and established tendencies in works
of art dedicated to climate change in
recent years.
It is interesting to notice how scenarios and narratives that for years
were considered effective in artistic
practices dedicated to environmental
problems cease to be so in the current

context of urgency and in relation
to the ever-changing social vocation
(role) of an artist.
Justin Brice Guariglia, a contemporary American artist, when talking
about his artistic response to climate
change, criticizes artists who choose
to address the topic of climate change
by creating breathtaking, idealized
images of nature (often times representing icebergs and glaciers). “It’s the
absolute wrong conversation in this
day and age,” – the artist says. (Luke,
2017) Indeed, nowadays climate
change has resulted in “a complete system thrashing out of control” (Solnit,
2013); though it is the cause of major
political, economic and humanitarian
problems all over the world and puts
people in danger in their everyday
activities, it remains one of the most
underestimated, miscalculated and
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underrepresented problems in our society. An issue, that has been proven to
be extremely complex, multiform and
progressively aggravating, can hardly
be addressed by means of pure aesthetics, through an approach of what
Kaprow calls “art-like art” rather than
one of “life-like art” (Cited in Wallen,
2012), which emphasizes “connectedness and wide-angle awareness”
(Cited in Wallen, 2012). One of the
reasons for these methods becoming
obsolete is very precisely described
with the words of Rebecca Solnit from
her essay “Woolf’s Darkness”: “Ultimately the destruction of the Earth is
due in part, perhaps in large part, to
a failure of the imagination or to its
eclipse by systems of accounting that
can’t count what matters”. (Solnit,
2009) Historically, a lack of imagination about the consequences of humankind’s actions has often been at
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the root of the world’s worst disasters,
but in the case of climate change, the
problem is significantly aggravated by
the modern world’s extreme anthropocentrism, which has led to a complete inability on the part of human
beings to relate to anything that does
not have a direct impact on our lives,
to anything that is distant, invisible
or abstract. The necessity of bringing
awareness to the problem, a first step
on the long path of addressing climate
change, has generated new scenarios
and strategies in contemporary art.
Most of these strategies have been focused around different ways of making seemingly distant and external
problems close and appropriated, both
by making spectators accountable
for the causes and effects of climate
change and by bringing various local
situations to their attention, making
them more personal. For many artists
dealing with environmental problems

– telling the stories of floods, fires,
fossil-fuel emissions, melting glaciers
or air pollution – making it personal,
developing empathy and engagement, has become their major moto
and ultimate goal. Idealized images of
Mother Earth’s creations have been
substituted with dystopic scenarios
and apocalyptic (and often actual)
visions. Creating a strong emotional
response and making climate change
everybody’s business is at the core of
the work of the Los Angeles-based
artist Lars Jan, who presented his
new project Slow-Moving Luminaries at Art Basel in 2017. The project
is inspired by the critical situation of
the Miami coastline, which has been
subject to increasingly frequent king
tides. By integrating an artificial pool
of water with emerging structures
with the actual coastline of Miami
Beach, Jan’s work creates a continuity
between the two elements and power-

fully represents the alarming state in
which the area finds itself; a situation
that is not only going to cause problems for future generations, but is
already affecting people’s lives today.
Catastrophic flooding events, such
as Hurricane Katrina and floods in
Pakistan in 2010, have been inspiring
the artist’s research for almost a decade now. This research resulted in the
work Holoscenes, which was presented in Miami in 2015 for the first
time. The work consisted of water
tanks that slowly filled up with water
while performers inside them carried
out every-day tasks: reading a newspaper, putting on make-up, talking on
the phone or cleaning. The work is a
brilliant comment on one of human
beings’ most fascinating qualities: the
ability to adapt. As the artist himself
commented: “climate change is great
at circumnavigating our ability to address it appropriately, for a lot of dif-

Walking Dance, Siobhan Davies, 2005 (still)
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Slow-Moving Luminaries by Lars Jan. Photo: Courtesy of Audemars Piguet

ferent reasons. Our capacity to adapt,
which makes humans unique—I guess
you could call it one of our strong
suits—is also a double-edged sword,
because it can lead to a hubris and
myopia.” (Cited in Luke, 2017) Holoscenes underlines the recklessly nonchalant and shortsighted attitudes that
human beings are capable of assuming
in the face of crisis. In order to present
a phenomenon that is “not only bigger
than everything else, it’s bigger than
everything else put together” (Solnit,
2013) in a simple and accessible form,
Lars Jan relies on site-specific installation, in the case of Slow-Moving Luminaries, and performance as public
art, with Holoscenes.
Virtual reality is another instrument
that artists have used to combat attitudes of denial and escapism that
typically surround climate change.
Virtual reality allows artists to place

spectators in distant places and situations and to induce strong emotive
responses.
S1T2, a Sydney-based creative agency,
on the occasion of the COP23 climate change conference in Germany,
created a 360° virtual reality project
which tells the story of a community
living in Fiji that suffers the effects of
floods caused by climate change. By
showing the micro-level (a girl tells
the everyday difficulties experienced
by herself and her community) of such
a vast and universal phenomenon as
climate change, the creators of the
video manage to evoke empathy, an
element often missing from the conversation.
According to the American artist
Guariglia, drawing attention to the
topic of climate change is a “moral imperative” and “the only way to do that
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is to come at [the audience] in a very
subversive, visceral way, in an impactful, emotive way, that gets them
to really feel something. You’ve got
to reinstill that feeling that gets them
to either feel complicit or annoyed,
something that can take root.” (Cited
in Luke, 2017)
Although evoking empathy and making climate change personal have become two fundamental tendencies in
contemporary art that often enable a
change in how the topic is perceived,
there are some experts who question
this approach. As Finis Dunaway articulates in the article “Seeing Global
Warming: Contemporary Art and the
Fate of the Planet” (Dunaway, 2009),
personalizing the problem, giving
the spectators a sense of personal responsibility for environmental issues,
risks taking the focus off the global
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picture and the political and economic
contexts responsible for the recent
de-responsibilization of industry,
which has gone hand in hand with an
increase in fossil-fuel emissions and
an unwillingness on the part of politicians to introduce the policies necessary to quell the situation.
Another reason for the critique aimed
at personalization as one of the techniques for audience sensibilization is
that, in some cases, the artists, willing
to make climate change art accessible
and personal, go beyond data and facts
and by doing so diminish the role of
science in the conversation and excessively simplify the scientific data.
In her article “Art Can Highlight Climate Change, But Where is the Data?”
in the Scientific American, Amanda
Montañez reflects on how climate-related data and innovative ways of
presenting it are often missing from

works of art on climate change. The
author doubts that art extrapolated
from but not based on science can create a “lasting effect on a viewer who is
indifferent to or skeptical of environmental issues”. (Montañez, 2015) For
the author the solution is a synthesis
and collaboration of visual art and
scientific data: “If the emotional and
psychological pull of something like
a public art installation could be combined in the right way with the weight
of solid, relevant data, perhaps art
could affect real and lasting change.”
(Montañez, 2015)
The particular relationship between
science and art when it comes to tackling climate change is another aspect
that I would like to examine in this essay, since the dialogue between artists
and scientists has recently become extremely important and prevalent.

Rebecca Solnit in her article “Bigger Than That: (The Difficulty of)
Looking at Climate Change” reflects
on the difficulty of perceiving and
recognizing climate change: “To understand climate change, you need
to translate figures into impacts, to
think about places you’ll never see and
times after you’re gone. You need to
imagine sea level rise and understand
its impact, to see the cause-and-effect
relations between coal-fired power
plants, fossil-fuel emissions, and the
fate of the Earth. You need to model
data in fairly sophisticated ways. You
need to think like a scientist.” (Solnit,
2013) An artist working on climate
change-related topics and willing to
create art that is informed is always
dealing with an extremely complicated set of notions, concepts and phenomena. Working in close contact
with scientists, accompanying experts
on expeditions to different areas and

Terminus of Kangerlugssuup Sermerssua glacier in west Greenland. Photo: Denis Felikson, University of Texas / NASA
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having a more hands-on approach
to climate change is becoming indispensable for artists working on environmental problems. But what is
fundamental in this relationship that
could be defined as a “cross-fertilization of ideas between artists and
scientists” (Dunaway, 2009) is reciprocity. In an ideal situation, the relationship between art and science
is balanced, egalitarian and mutually beneficial. While climate science
should provide the theoretical base
for artists, art, when it serves its purpose, should make things visible that
are otherwise difficult or impossible
to perceive (pollution, for example), it
should translate what could be called
“dispassionate and disengaged science”
(Wallen, 2012) into a language that is
clear, accessible and personalized. It is
fundamental though that the ultimate
goal of climate change-oriented art is
not to simplify, but to crystallize, visualize, and express the essence of things
that are otherwise unclear or too abstract.
It’s worth noticing though that the
worries of Amanda Montañez are not
groundless, and balance between the
two parts of the pendulum is crucial.
Art that uses science as an inspiration,
exploits it but does not truly explore
the scientific data risks being uniformed, transmitting the wrong messages and not contributing to change.
Science-based art that is not mediated
(translated) risks being neglected and
not understood. “Combining scientific
understanding with sensual awareness
to reawaken embodied relationship
and innovative response” (Wallen,
2012) might be the only way to create
art that can change people’s attitudes
and possibly inspire action (according
to Gabriella Giannachi, emphasizing
behavioral change is not the only purpose of artistic interventions but it is
one of its forms together with “repres-

entations- emphasizing visualization
and communication” and “performance environments – emphasizing immersion and experience” (Giannacchi,
2012)).
The famous project Cape Farewell
created by David Buckland in 2001
and aimed at instigating a cultural response to the climate change is a great
example of a truly interdisciplinary
approach to the problem. By bringing together artists and scientists the
project helps create products that are
aimed at a realistic evaluation of the
current situation (creating awareness), while simultaneously creating
constructive, inspiring and innovative scenarios for the future. By giving
artists the possibility to participate in
the expeditions, which explore “arctic science, sustainable island communities, urban regeneration and the
Cleantech industries”, the project inspires the creation of climate change
oriented works of art that have a scientific theoretical base. The constant
dialogue between artists and scientists
during the expeditions are not only
beneficial for the artists, but also help
enrich the scientists’ understanding
and vision of climate change problems through the eyes of artists. The
synthesis of scientific precision and
personalization (an attribute contributed by the artists), two elements that
might seem to be in juxtaposition,
resulted in powerful projects commissioned by Cape Farewell, such as
“Space to Breathe” (2017), a weekend
of talks, exhibitions and installations
dedicated to the impact of air pollution on our health and “Cloud Crash”
(2016) by Paris-based artists HeHe, a
visualization of the effect of our actions on the environment. Both of
the works strive to visualize and synthesize complex scientific discourse:
These pieces showcase environmental
science in a new light, bringing the
science to viewers in a captivating and
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innovative way.
As we see, as contemporary artists
move forward confronting the problem of climate change, it is imperative that they find a delicate balance
between the two elements: personalization and the precision of scientific
data. It seems that only the representation of a truly egalitarian relationship between art and science can lead
to the creation of empowering, constructive and genuinely science-based
artworks.

ANNA GORCHAKOVSKAYA
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Detail of Beauty Needs Protection at the John Sommers Gallery, 2017

Introduction:
The Moment I Knew I Wanted to Be a Bird
“But observe the lesser
certainty of the birds
who seem to know both
circumstances, by
very birthright, [… ]
Imagine the general bafflement
of anything born of the womb
and required to take flight!
Frightened by its very self, it
cuts the air with fractured arcs,
jagged as bat tracks, cracking
the porcelain sky of evening.”
Rainer Maria Rilke, from The Eight Duino Elegy
I am sitting next to my tent, writing in my journal while
waiting for dinner to be ready. It is the end of another day
in the field. I have been in the field for almost two weeks
with the Land Arts of the American West (LAAW) program, offered by the University of New Mexico.
We are going to be out for a total of seven weeks, in nine
different sites in the Southwest of the United States -- from
Arizona to Colorado, from Utah to New Mexico -- in a
DIGIMAG the digicult’s project journal | n° 77 | year XII | winter 2018

period of two months between the end of August and the
first day of November. We have personal tents for sleeping,
but I often sleep under the starry sky of the dry Southwest desert. There is a big tent that functions as collective
kitchen, equipment storage and hangout spot. We spend
most of the time free to move and work in the landscape,
alone or in a collaborative setting. Soon we discovered that
making art can take very different shapes when out there.
But there I am. We are at Wild Rivers, New Mexico. The
edge of the gorge is only a few feet from where I sit. The
Rio Grande is flowing hundreds of feet below, but I cannot
see it. Instead, from my position, almost laying down in the
dirt, I can see the sky; blue, few clouds, the sun lowering on
the opposite rim. And I can see the birds, gliding in wide
circles over the river; high from the river banks below, but
strangely close to my raised advantage point.
My gaze encompasses the birds and the landscape; I see
their movements, their changes of direction, I hear their
calls. And I can almost imagine what they see from up
there, given my elevated point of view of the landscape,
feeling myself closer to them than to the ground.
I close my eyes and a thought flashes in my mind. “I want to
be one of them.” I want to feel the pressure of the wind on
28

my feathers. I want to learn how to orient myself looking
from above. I want to don’t feel afraid of flying. It is a forceful thought. I know it is an impossible one, but it also feels
extremely powerful. Being up there, on that rim, existing
under the open sky for weeks at the time, moving my body
on the land, all of that brought me to that thought. I have
been researching, photographing, and looking at birds for
years, but in that moment a new kind of connection began:
the electronic circuit closed and the flow hit me. It wasn’t
my rational mind that was trying to reach from the inside,
it was my body being touched from the outside.

is not itself; a complex - but unitary - system interpolated
in many other systems.

Being Out There: Embodiment, Empathy,
Displacement; a Dictionary for the Field.

dis·place·ment
noun
1 - the moving of something from its place or position.
2 - (physics) the occupation by a submerged body or part of
a body of a volume that would otherwise be occupied by a
fluid. (from Google Dictionary)

em·bod·i·ment
noun
1 - a tangible or visible form of an idea, quality, or feeling.
2 - the representation or expression of something in a tangible or visible form. (from Google Dictionary)
Embodiment is one of those word that doesn’t have a precise translation to Italian. The Italian translation references
to ‘flesh’ (incarnare) or ‘matter’ (materializzare). Embodiment instead talks of bodies and of processes becoming real
within them. Body intended as a space for understanding,
feeling, thinking; the skin as a contact point with anything

The experience at Wild Rivers that I described above is an
example of the embodiment process that took place during
my experience with the LAAW program. I believe such a
powerful process was made possible by its opposite process, displacement. The program’s structure is based on
travelling, sharing, being outdoors and free in the use of
time and space; all of this contributed to the creation of a
sense of displacement.

Etymologically, displacement is formed by the word ‘place’
and suffix ‘dis-‘, indicating a ‘lack of’. Having no place.
Again, the Italian correspondences like rimozione or
trasferimento don’t quite overlap, pointing more to a sense
of movement from one place to another.
For me, LAAW was displacing in the etymological sense:
I wasn’t sure where my place was anymore or if I even

Still image from video, interaction with the bower at Angel Peak, Four Corners NM
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had one. As an individual, I usually rely on the structures
around me to create a sense of identity. Those structures
were lifted and, as a painted background on a theater stage,
left something different in their wake. It felt as though the
displacement weakened the polished coating applied on
mind and body, the protection layer we all develop over the
years. As this polished coating eroded, a new, porous surface appeared in its place which allowed for a truly embodied way of thinking to occur. New contact points between
the inside and the outside were established. Moreover,
the displacing sensation of being lost started a process for
re-centering: regaining the power within myself, remembering my own resources, and not relying on the constructed mental and physical structures that had once surrounded me.
For Those Who Can’t Escape installation details at the John Sommers Gallery, 2017

The skin became a more sensitive and powerful tissue,
where a third powerful feeling took place, empathy.
em·pa·thy
noun
1 - the ability to share someone else’s feelings or experiences by imagining what it would be like to be in that person’s situation
(from Cambridge Dictionary)
LAAW left me with a renewed sense of empathy as the
drive to connect one with the other, to make one feeling
within the skin of who is not self. Most of my work and
research since, has reached to grasp these broader ideas. It
seeks to put skins in contact.
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A different connection with the more-than-human was bounded, one based on touching rather than capturing. Allowing myself to feel displaced, to slow down instead of rushing ahead, offered me the possibility of different approaches to
my practice. I believe what these experiences suggested is, on one hand a way-out from the mental, cultural and physical
paradigms that constitutes the system we are immersed in, and on the other a different way-in to the theoretical discourse
on the more-than-human.
The Open, the Beauty and the Tentacle
“If Man becomes an animal again, his arts, his loves, and his play must also become purely “natural” again. Hence it would have to
be admitted that after the end of History, men would construct their edifices and works of art as birds build their nests and spiders
spin their webs, would perform musical concerts after the fashion of frogs and cicadas, would play as young animals play, and would
indulge in love like adult beasts.”
Giorgio Agambem, “The Open - Man and Animal” quoting Alexandre Kojève
In The Open, Giorgio Agamben retraces the distinction between Man and Animal in the history of Western philosophy.
He affirms that the separation between the animal and the man has been a constructed one, lacking any real attributes;
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Video still from Icarus, 2017

“rather, a machine or device for producing the recognition
of the human” (Agamben, 26). It is an artificial device, insofar that Agamben reports the words of Swedish scientist
Carl Linnaeus, the creator of the taxonomical categorization that we still use for categorizing all living creatures:
“Surely Descartes never saw an ape” (Agamben, 23). In fact,
Linnaeus clearly stated his struggle in differentiating the
human from the animal:
“I must remain in my workshop and consider man and
his body as a naturalist, who hardly knows a single distinguishing mark which separates man from the apes, save
for the fact that the latter have an empty space between
their canines and their other teeth” (Carolus Linnaeus,
“Menniskans Cousiner”, ed. Telemak Fredbärj, as quoted
by Agamben).
Agamben also underlines how Linnaeus originally classified the species Homo among the “anthropomorpha” monkeys, literally “resembling the man”, unveiling the façade of
this device for which the “man is the animal that must recognize itself as human to be human” (Agamben, 26). Humanhood is revealed as a theoretical and ontological construct, a complex system of mirrors and reflected glimpses,
where we must continuously be looking at the non-human
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to state what we are not. If Homo Sapiens cannot be divided scientifically from the other primates – as shown,
for instance, by the ongoing and never-ending search of
the “first” human among the ancient hominids – then
the distinction between man and animal becomes a
mere optical machine, a point of view, a system of filters
rather than reality.
In response, Agamben suggests “the open” as a shared
point for building a common shelter for both Man and
Animal. The open is the sphere of the perceptual that
is common to both. Humans, through recognizing this
shared quality, can lift the mirror and stop looking at
nature through the lens of separation, to cease closing
themselves from “the animal”. Man can escape those
traps that his own gaze sets, as Rilke’s Eight Duino
Elegy describes:
“Animals see the unobstructed
world with their whole eyes.
But our eyes, turned back upon
Themselves, encircle and
Seek to snare the world,
Setting traps for freedom.”
Rainer Maria Rilke, from The Eight Duino Elegy
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These ideas have been embedded
in me while thinking, working, and
perceiving throughout this semester.
Furthermore, my experiences with
LAAW has sharpened them. Embodiment has become an antidote to
the conceptual separation from the
other – the Agamben’s open assumed
the form of real space where experimenting and connecting with the
more-than-human, where joints were
found.
As in the quote at the opening of this
section, allowing myself to be open,
“to be animal again”, translated to
new experimentations that have lead
me to relate to animal aesthetics and
ethics in new and compelling ways.
The most powerful example of that
happened in the Four Corners extraction zone, where my emotional and
physical suffering felt overwhelming.
The bower bird‘s nest as a model, its
action, aesthetics, and logic as guides,
all of which activated an empowering and healing process. Moreover,
it became a chance to face ideas such
as protection, agency, self-determination, and intelligence generated from
the more-than-human. In a moment
when my humanity felt unbearable, to
be open and receptive beyond it represented a fierce process of empathy
and enlargement.
When back from the field, while
building the nest again in my studio, I
had the time and attention to further
engage with non-human aesthetics
and strategies. I physically wove together the grass stems, learning how
to do it through observation and trials.
A physical learning process where my
hands were required to act as a beak,
the process asking for not handfuls
but very few stalks at the time, carefully understanding the angles and the
weights of materials and shapes with
which I had never been in such close

contact.

ferent story, one in which the being of
all species would not be threatened by
the blind and violent search for profit.

This piece was also inspired by another reading, “The Evolution of
Beauty” by ornithologist Richard In addition to these ideas of “the open”
Prum. The publication is an inter- and “the beauty,” I want to add another
esting exploration of beauty, aes- pivot of my practice, which is different
thetics and self-determination in the but still strongly linked: vision and its
animal world, particularly among role in constructing the idea of human.
birds. Looking at different courtship Vision is a tool for control, knowledge
and aesthetic displays, Prum attrib- and possession that distinguishes the
utes great power to Darwin’s theory human animal and its more determof mate choice in shaping the animal ined expression, humanism. Since
appearances and behaviors. Further, Plato’s “Myth of the Cave”, metaphysthe author focuses on the power of ics associates sight with the principle
female agency and self-determination of reason. Cary Wolfe states in the inin the animal world, humans included. troduction of What Is Posthumanism:
In some parts echoing ideas of (eco) “the core fantasy of humanism’s trope
feminism, it is overall an empowering of vision is to think that perceptual
reading, both for the suggestion of a space is organized around and for the
more-than-human wisdom and for looking subject” (14).
an image of beauty. Beauty is intended as agency and self-determination I have been attempting to work against
and that happens in presence of pro- this dominating idea with my camera
tection. The book presents aesthetics and my body. The first being a visualas not just the search
ization of what we canTHE
BOWER
for the beautiful, but
not see, a statement of
BIRD’S
NEST
AS
A
as a fundamental and
the limitation of human
MODEL,
ITS
ACTION,
sharpening force that
perception in comparcollides with agentison with other species.
AESTHETICS, AND
ive choice. As the au- LOGIC AS GUIDES, ALL In particular, I converthor states:
OF WHICH ACTIVATED ted my equipment to full
spectrum, meaning the
AN EMPOWERING
“Are the bowers aescamera can now register
AND
HEALING
thetic structures? Absolight in the infra-red and
PROCESS
lutely. Are the bowers
ultra-violet bands. The
protective? Yes, indeed.
camera has become the
And it is precisely because bowers are pro- optical machine through which I can
tective that they are have also evolved to be explore invisible worlds; invisibility
so aesthetically complex and diverse [ …] itself could represent a threat to the
Once females have secured their freedom idea of a man able to see, understand
of choice, they have free range to pursue and control it all.
aesthetic preferences for ever more diverse
and complex forms of beauty” (203).
The second element, my body, was
a tool for creating contact of skins,
Beauty come in contact with efficacy, fighting against the binary and sepcreating a form of wisdom that is too aration between human and animal,
often forgotten in the human sphere. instituting the hybrid as model for
The bower I built in the Four Corners a different way of thinking. For inwas all of this; it was the wish for a dif- stance, in Icarus, I performed for the
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camera shooting the same gestures in
both UV and visible light. The feathers were touching my mammal skin,
almost painfully trying to cut in it due
to the pressure of the elastic bands
holding them.
Donna Haraway, in her latest work
“Staying with the Trouble: Making
Kin in the Chthulucene”, offers ideas
that push further those I have discussed thus far. She states how making kin, tentacular thinking, interand intra-species relations are the
only elements that could still save us
all: “Myriad tentacles will be needed to
tell the story of the Chthulucene. (31)”
She suggests that making kin is a
powerful act; a revolt against the principles and values that have brought
us to the edge of the Sixth Great
Extinction. Challenging the traditional, hierarchical and taxonomical
categorization of the world adopted
by humanist thinking, she suggests
tentacular thinking as a process of

thought with characteristics similar
to the tentacles. Tentacle comes from
the Latin tentare, meaning to feel and
to try, echoing features belonging to
empathy and embodiment. Moreover,
unlike arms and hands, tentacles are
free to reach and to move independently; they are expanding rather than
advancing, not grabbing but sensing.
The tentacular thinking is not disembodied and fragmented, it is nets and
networks. “Tentacularity is about life
lived along lines – and such a wealth of
lines – not at points, not in spheres.”
(Haraway, 34)
It is on one of those lines that I found
myself while working at Icarus. Started as an exploration of avian vision
and ignited by the experience in the
field, as I described at the beginning
of this paper, this work represents a
way for sensing and connecting with
the more-than-human. It is an experiment for making kin and empathy
that started from my skin rather than
my mind. I wasn’t trying to comprehend something; instead, I was taking

steps, balancing on the line between
me and the other.
In general, making kin has been a
leading force for most of the LAAW
experience. As I described in the program’s blog post regarding the experience at the Gila forest:
“[…] I looked at trees with attention and
focus, I looked at them for the first time.
It was like finding myself in a big group
of new people, getting to know them, remembering their faces, linking their appearance to a name, to a character. Irish
people say that strangers are just friends
we haven’t yet met. I tried to meet the trees.
A subtle pleasure got me any time I was
able to recognize a new species, a new individual, to greet them as a familiar presence”
(Arduini, 2017, http://unmlandarts.
blogspot.com/2017/11/strangersare-just-friends-we-havent.html)
On a broader level, I wonder if this
kind of approach - of sensing rather

Video still from Flag for No Nation, James Bridle, 2016
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than obtaining, of allowing myself to get lost rather than
advancing - if all of this could become a strategy and
powerful tool for my practice and more in general for the
Art & Ecology discourse; a tool for resistance and subversion against the same system based on categorization and
separation that brought as to the Anthropocene. As artist
and scholar in the creative ecology field, I want to explore
further how ideas of empathy, making kin, and eco-grieving can be used to create something meaningful, bonding
and able to create change for our current epoch.
Extinction by Ashley Dawson analyses the human history
in terms of the impact on the natural world. It is a history
made of violence and of advantages taken without permission. But after reading the book, a sense of impotence
was left in me. The analysis is dry and factual; there is no
space for real engagement and feeling, making the offered
solution feel theoretical and utopian. I believe works like
that are important as a theoretical base, but I think that
art could create new paths where the ides are shaped and
strengthened through embodiment and feeling.
For example, connecting data regarding ecological loss
with ideas of feeling and empathy is another central theme
I grapple with in my practice and research. The work For
Those Who Can’t Escape engages with the very same idea.
It started as a series of photographs in the field, a sequence
that surfaces in my mind a windy morning at Muley Point,
Utah. The original series was informed by the experience
in the field, as well as charged by the collaboration with
guest artist Gil Ngolé, whose work focuses on forced displacement and refugees. The series later evolved into an
installation composed by a pierced infra-red photograph of
the starry night and a taxidermy of a deer head wrapped in
space blanket.
The two different elements in the piece aim to create an
aesthetical and conceptual composition that brings together languages usually perceived as distant: a personal
sense of empathy and science-based research, physical
presence of the animal body and data visualization; it tells
a story about refugee and space travel. The hollow starry
night becomes a representation the great number of species
that will be lost in few decades , as well as the reminder of
the impossibility of leaving the planet we are destroying.
Similarly, the space blanket refers to space travel, but also –
particularly for me as southern European, it is a symbol of
the current dramatic refugee crisis. Seen in the news almost
on a daily basis, the silver film is often the first and only
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thing given to the human beings that attempted the likely
lethal Mediterranean crossing. In my and many others’
imaginations, the blanket has become a symbol of forced
displacement, often used by artists as a powerful symbol
to criticize the nationalistic politics of a world that doesn’t
welcome its more desperate inhabitants. For instance, British artist James Bridle created the temporary installation
Flag For No Nation in 2016 in Ellinikon, Greece. ( http://
jamesbridle.com/works/flag-for-no-nations ) By applying it to the more-than-human I hope to ignite questions
about the current state of the planet and how our actions
will bring more destruction, forced displacement and death
of both the human and the other.
Conclusions:
Overall the LAAW experience has been a potent one. Being
out there brought me to a deeper and stronger understanding and feeling of some of the theoretical loci I have been
researching, as I have summarized in this paper. I am left
with an understanding of the importance of processes such
as embodiment, displacement and empathy for my practice,
and - more broadly - for a greater engagement of art within
the ecological discourse. If ecology is the discourse around
our oikos, or house, then it is important that we fully and
deeply live in that house, that we be in close contact with
the spaces and the inhabitants we share it with.
My experiences in the field were incredibly insightful and
allowed me to embody empathy, helping me realize that
empathy is not a sentimental deterioration of thinking.
Instead, it is a force. I learned that if empathy is used in
conjunction with rationality, stronger and more connected
outcomes are attainable. I always felt that in order to make
art I was not allowed to show my personal engagement
with the matter, that good art is impersonal. I now know
that a union of different languages and approaches is possible, even more: it is necessary. I am excited to be traveling
down this new path, and adventuring into the new terrain
of my inner landscape, while being more aware of its relation and inherent connection to the outer world.
Sinking into tentacular empathy has given me the great gift
of knowing myself better, and I have more focused idea of
the important threads I want to follow in the near future.
These are threads made of invisible light, challenging the
human/animal binary, tentacular processes and the open
as a mental and physical space.
VIOLA ARDUINI
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Safe Spaces
The closing sequence of Safe features Carol White (played by Julianne
Moore) accompanied by a fellow male
client to the most coveted, safest space
in the entire retreat — an isolated,
uni-windowed, igloo-like structure
— where, upon entering, she heads
towards the footside of her twin bed,
sits, takes a deep, elongated intake
from her oxygen tank, proceeds to
walk towards the mirror, ut-ters “
I Love You ” four times, with the first
two hesitant utterances sandwich-ing
a half-squelched attempt at clearing
her throat.
On a corporeal level, the isolated,
uni-windowed, igloo-like structure
multiplic-itously serves the thesis of
Safe: the space provides Carol a barrier, a refuge — a safe space — from
environmental causes which may
worsen her MCS-induced (Multiple
Chemical Sensitivity) condition. But
since MCS itself is a highly contested
diagnosis in the hybrid field of health,
science & medicine, whether or not
the space accomplishes that is inconsequential — rather, it is quite clear,
from Todd Haynes’ standpoint as the
filmmaker, specially when considering Carol’s soliloquy — that her condition is partially founded within her
compro-mised psyche.
The reverse, of course, may equally be
valid as well; if her regressed health is,
indeed, caused by exposure to particular chemicals &/or physical elements
from the exterior world, then the
isolation that the uni-windowed, igloo-like structure provides is a “ situated, related worldling ” that “ serves
as a justification and a mockery both of
the binary division of nature and society and our enslavement to Progress
and its evil twin, Modernization ” —
from this perspective, the safe space

YOLDAS 2 - petrogestative system

that the uni-windowed, igloo-like
structure provides for Carol may have
“ relationally unmade “ her regressed
health, in exchange for the previous
“ rela-tionally made ” exterior world
that was ultimately detrimental to her
well-being ( Haraway, “Capitalocene”,
“Tentacular Thinking…” e-flux #75 ).
In this sense, the uni-windowed, igloo-like structure also functions as a
mere object — a physical barrier — a
contrast from her husband’s home &
its dull in-teriors, a typical cookie-cut
residence in San Fernando Valley,
California; in ad-dition, it literally
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places Carol in a space apart from the
oppressive jejuneness of her roles as
wife, homemaker & sex object that
Carol provided for her affluent husband. From the moment when she
had decisively expressed to him that
her stay at the retreat should be extended & that transitioning over to this
structure would increase her chances
towards regaining normal health, this
safe space provided her that Woolfian
room with a view.
Ironically enough, in that safe space
with literally one view, her body — in
ac-cordance to her husband’s & its het38

eronormativity, each in its basic “…
form” as an “ organism… constituted of
predetermined parts ” — is able to deviate away from the requisite “ model
of modern bio-politics ” & is thus well
on its way as an “ incarnation of the
transcendent Self ” while still being
situated in “an al-ready given body”
(Parisi, 35). If Carol does, indeed,
push through in seeking solace inside
that uni-windowed, igloo-like structure, retains a good standing healthwise overtime & cultivates a new, full
sense of individuality, divorced from
the husband-wife, male-female binaries & the toxicities emitted by the
exterior worldlings that those safe
spaces had induced — what does that
newly gained safe space, in turn, relationally unmake?
Casualties
In “ Disease is a Relationship” one of
the chapters in the book-length interview How like a Leaf Donna Haraway
explains to Thyrza Nichols Goodeve
how the Self & the Other is similar to
how the relationship between a parasite & its host functions; according to
Haraway, not only does the parasite
simultaneously dif-fer from & mirror
its host — as the parasite is still a separate body which feeds on the latter,
both are clearly a part of each other’s
phenotype — that both, in turn, are
mired in a “ deathly intimacy ”.
Although the darkly comedic tone
of Safe ultimately crescendoes into
hope for Carol at the end of the film,
her rehabilitative stay in the isolated,
uni-windowed, igloo-like structure
will undoubtedly bear a whole new
set of deathly intimacies; to name a
few, on a purely corporeal level, each
piece of aluminum, teflon, cop-per,
titanium, wood, metal, straw, cotton, stone, ivory, pearl, rope, silver,

bronze, reed, gold, wool, iron, linen,
leather, silk, velvet, brass, cloth, glass,
tin, paint, mercury — materials comprising Carol’s oxygen tank, bed, the
overhead light, shelves, mirror, interior & exterior linings of the igloo
& so on — all were mined, heated,
melted, made, packaged, repackaged,
sold, resold — required raw,
natural resources, industrial & human, manual labor — all of which
bore signifi-cant amounts of carbon
footprints, i.e. toxic multiple worldlings imposed on the planet, in order
to fully fruition into materials for the
uni-windowed, igloo to be-come one
object.
Photographer Chris Jordan & his
ongoing serialized project Midway:
Message from the Gyre signifies
more than just deceased albatrosses
in the middle, northern portion of the
largest body of water on Earth, the
Pacific Ocean; they objectively show
the deathly intimacy in which Carol,
the rest of the human or-ganisms on
Earth & the safe spaces they have had
to relationally make, in order to relationally unmake any semblance of
death & ultimately survive the previous & current period of history we are
in, the Anthropocene.
While observing the sequence of
images above, starting from the top
left image to the bottommost on the
lower left, the viewer can see the progression of how a deceased albatross
decomposes after mistaking human
waste for food —
images
that encapsulate just a portion of human organisms’ collective residue,
shifting on down to the lowest portions of the food chain, on merely one
specie alone. Despite multinational
corporations & other nihilistic, profitdriven, free-market entities & actors,
coupled with the global population’s
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voluntary & invol-untary complicitness with hyper-consumerist modes
of living, either ignoring or outright
denying the dire implications of the
Anthropocentric times we are in —
which is equally backed by nearly the
entire scientific community & objective pieces of visual, tangible evidence
such as Jordan’s ongoing series — just
how much further non-circumstantial
evidence is needed in order to realize
that sus-tainable means of energy &
moderated means of consumption is
undeniably necessary?
Throughout his U.S. presidential run
for the Green Party in 2000, Ralph
Nader occasionally said in his stump
speeches that if “… If Exxon owned
the sun, we’d have solar energy very
quickly “ — and indeed, in consideration of the ways in which most multinational corporations’ CEOs profitdriven psyches function, Nader’s joke
is probably one serious approach to
convince leaders of big indus-tries to
satiate their seemingly neverending
lust for capita, while simultaneously
addressing the dying planet we are inhabiting.
To adopt Haraway’s paraphrasing
of Isabelle Stengers’ notion that “…
Earth/Gaia is maker and destroyer,
not resource to be exploited or ward
to be protected or nursing mother
promising nourishment “ & apply it
onto the motiva-tion behind Nader’s
comment could be equally helpful &
suggestive towards standard non-sustainable & recent, though equally
non-sustainable sources of energy
such as fracking. But given the rise
of unprecedented resistance in response to the current regime here in
the United States & other far-right
figures, governments & movements
throughout the globe, it is only a matter of time until the majority of the
39
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human population will unite behind
a world economy that would “… aim
to liberate humanity from the
drudgery of work while simultaneously producing increasing amounts
of wealth” (Srnicek, Williams, 109) to
all segments of the global populations’
economic ladder, not just the elite billionaire class.
Admittedly, the confluence of these
ideas may be a tad too hopeful, considering that most multinational corporations’ CEOs are still very much wedded to their safe spaces — all of which
are, again, dominated by profit, first &
foremost — but more & more Carols,
their figurative uni-windowed igloos,
their unending search for safe spaces,
in addition to more albatrosses &
non-human organisms going extinct
stand to accrue also — and when these
factors inevitably face each other for
the last remaining safe space, which
prostheses do they rely on?

In using “prostheses” as a culminating
point when adding up human organisms’ search for safe spaces, in the expense of other human & non-human
organisms as casualties for that search,
this text will hopefully work inward &
provide a light on prostheses as objects,
functioning within the framework of
how utilities en-sure the livability of
safe spaces & fear of becoming casualties, for both human & non-human
organisms, on an equally speculative,
physical & conceptual plane.
Prostheses
Again, although Safe provides neither
a set nor even one empirically verifiable cause which can be pointed to
as the main crux for Carol’s regressed
health, there is no doubt that if anything, her condition — in relation to
the film’s ending where it is clear, at
least for the time being, that she will
survive — is symbolic of the human
species’ overall will to survive & there-
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fore has to be sustained, treat-ed as kin
& construed as one “… companionable
friction” that must have the ability to
adapt, but similarly “ threatens the livability of Earth for vast kinds, species,
assemblages” (Haraway, Anthropocene, “Tentacular Thinking…”)
Since natural sources will be at a
premium & both human & non-human organ-isms will continually
wither & go extinct, the Anthropocene
is seemingly geared towards progressing past this human-centered epoch &
shift into a time period where various
automated infrastructures are dominant, to the detriment of actual human
choice & activity; if this is, indeed,
the case, Carol, her MCS-induced,
psychologically comprised condition
& the post-albatross, non-human organ-isms that do remain will have to
exist in a world where new symptoms,
illnesses & new or “revised” organisms
will come into fruition.
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JORDAN - MIDWAY MESSAGE from the GYRE

This post-Anthropocene, quasi-automated epoch will be,
perhaps, among nu-merous possible names & nomenclatures, the Chthulucene, as Donna Haraway had noted
in her essay “Tentacular Thinking” — where “ … odder
disengaged, denunciations rather than attentive practices
of thought, love, rage and care” will be at the forefront of
what constitutes as humanity — and rightly so, since we are
all Carols who will be ultimately subjected, at some point,
to living in uni-windowed safe spaces in order to persevere through a rather rapidly changing world; but if that
uni-windowed igloo stands to combat the toxicities of the
exte-rior world, what do human & non-human, post-organisms have to combat with internally — anatomically &
physiologically — against the post-MCS-induced, psychologically compromised, micro & macro plastic-ingesting
world? With odder, disengaged denunciations taking reign
over thought love, rage & care, as Haraway noted above,
surely our physical organs, as they are now, either have to
be equipped &/or move past their current physical & func-
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tional states as well. This scenario, however speculative it
may be, could be considered within the context of Pinar
Yoldas & her sculptures “ Organs of the Platisphere “ — one
of which is above, named “e-plasticeptor” — considered as
a “ Sensory Organ “ by the artist; if Carol’s illness is, indeed, chemically-induced & therefore caused by chemicals
& other agents outside the boundaries of her physical body,
imag-ine having a sensory organ that is specifically catered
towards transmitting stimuli in a post-human world &
its current toxicities, as opposed to Carol’s pre-vious sets
of sensory organs which have clearly tilted & imbalanced
her facul-ties. Similarly, this organ would also benefit the
albatrosses in Midway atoll — or other organisms whose
previous sensorial capabilities have long been eclipsed by
the Anthropocene — and their ability to recognize “food” &
“water” from the micro plastics & macro plastics they mistake for a quick drink, snack or meal.
Speaking of ingesting materials, imagine if each of those
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very same albatrosses have a “Petrodigestive system (above)
which are actually capable of fully me-tabolizing water &
food with certain amounts of microplastics (which is the
case now) or food which has previously gone through a
good amount of chemical processes & curations (again, this
is also the reality in the present) before they even arrive at
the grocery store, much less the dinner table.
Yoldas’ work has, of course, precursors in that there are
various artificial digestive & non-digestive organs in existence now, made for current human organisms whose “natural” organs have failed them to some degree, but Yoldas’
sculpture takes it a step further, perhaps in direct consideration of Jordan’s albatrosses since it is fairly clear that the
amount & abundance of micro-plastics in our drinking water, tap or otherwise, on a global scale, will only increase as
we move along & progress past the Anthropocene.

Fully metabolizing & ultimately excreting wastes that are
saturated with plastics, among other previously considered
toxics, have to be addressed as well, which is the case in
“Petronephros” above. Although Yoldas’ pieces do have
aesthetic value in that they are, to a degree, visually compelling, their manifestations would not be merely motivated via present forms of cosmetic surgery, above & beyond merely looking & feeling “… subtly refreshed” and “to
make life easier” for the post-organism (Wegenstein, 372)
physically embodying these prosthe-ses. But they, in part —
in reference to Nader’s comment regarding solar energy &
Exxon needing to own the sun in order for solar energy to
become standard-ized — have to bear economic incentives
for the health, science & medical in-dustries to fully embrace & implement; if such industries — coupled with those
in the insurance industry — were to continue profiting off
of high costs & premi-ums in exchange for pre & quasi
Anthropocentric solutions that are somewhat addressing
Carol’s condition but not fully expunging it, then sadly an
imbalance between Capitalocentric values will always be at
odds with the Anthropocene & the oncoming, inevitable
Chthulucene.
Yoldas’ sculptures are just baby steps towards circumventing these battles amongst near-casualties, human &
non-human organism, currently cyborg & post-cyborg,
multinational corporate CEO or mere worker for said
multinational corporation alike, for the very safe spaces,
uni-windowed or otherwise, that will allow them to survive or at least gives them the chance to. But whether or
not one belongs to one of those tiers & the chances increase
or decrease depending on which one you belong to may be
prove to be inconsequential — what does matter is that all
those organisms & objects belong in one worldling & the
recognition of this very fact, that merely one will either
wither or triumph at the expense or advantage of another
— may be the most important safe space of them all.
JOHN-PATRICK AYSON
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sub-questions inspired us all to come
up with solutions: “What makes art
created by a human unique? What are
the technologies altering humanity in
art as we know it? Is art the last frontier for tech? If so, what new doors
are opened up at this intersection of
art, technology, and humanity?”

Opening of MIT Hacking Arts Hackathon

Credo
When we are not surrounded by
nature, we are surrounded by a
chain of implemented ideas: buildings, neighborhoods, freeways, skyscrapers. Every object started initially
from a concept. Money were a concept
too, at first. And so was, capitalism.
So are nuclear wars. And the consequences of all these lead to affecting
our own inhabited planet. Climate
change, for example, is often shaped
also by implementing unethical concepts. Therefore, my most persistent
question is: how can we create frameworks for more ethical concepts? And
therefore frameworks for more ethical societies? How can we re-think
what humanity means today and how
do we want it to evolve in the future?
As storytellers we discover and revise
meanings of the world. What we seem
to dismiss maybe too often is that we
all are storytellers.
MIT Hacking Arts - my first hackathon and its unforeseen layers
This year I was selected to participate
to MIT Hacking Arts as a storyteller.
Hacking Arts celebrated its fifth edition by selecting 250 diverse parti-

cipants from all over the world. The
top-notch two-days platform aimed to
encourage “entrepreneurship and innovation within the creative arts. We
bring together creative technologists,
artists, innovators and hackers at MIT
to explore the future of the arts at our
annual Conference, Arts & Tech Expo
and Hackathon.”
From the vivid instagrammable sunrise in L.A., after 6 hours of skyleveled contemplation, interrupted sleep + added time difference, I
reached the sunset in a frozen, emptied Cambridge. The pre-hackathon
journey was in itself a vibe-shaper: explored the Harvard book library with
discounted masterpieces, shared dinner with some of the brightest minds
on Planet Earth, attended the conferences on the future of music , fashion,
storytelling, most of them involving
the dominance of advanced AI. The
first questions emerged: how shall we
we envisage AI in order to enrich existence, not to fake it?
Finally, the hackathon and conference
kicked off in MIT Media Lab, on the
11th of November 2017. The main
theme was “Why human?” Along
with the core-question, a plaiad of
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After a first round of inspirational
introductions and performances, we
were invited to pitch ideas. Although
I had no predetermined agenda or
pitching plan (as the hackathons don’t
encourage recycled ideas), I enrolled
in the queue of participants. There
are around 15 people in front of me.
14, 13. I still have time to refine a
concept. 12, 11. Wow! Everyone else
has outstanding ideas. 10, 9. Hmm…I
must find something in which I deeply
believe. 8, 7. Something that would
bring us together towards identifying
what we find meaningful in being a
human. 6,5. Something that make us
coin a more spiritual currency. 4. Oh,
no! I always think over-big. How can
I do all these in only two days? Wait, I
think I know or at least want to know
how this would unfold. 3,2, Will need
to keep it short 1. Ready?
Our future societies: can we imagine and implement tangible utopias?
I have pitched the idea of creating a
society based on core human values,
such as for example kindness instead
of monetary currencies. How could
we design this as a functional playground? How would it look like? How
would it feel? Currently, most of our
cities are shaped by consumerism. But
how would they look like if we would
adhere instead to kindness(erism) as a
driving value?
After a rather suspenseful and chaotic
team scouting, we have found each
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other! Three of us were intrigued by the idea and all of us were women artists (no
technologists, funny enough) : myself (Ioana Mischie), Christina Balch, Seungkyun Lee. So while all the tech people grouped themselves in gadget-driven
communities, we had two options: we either abandon this premise and join a
technologist’s team that can make some witty apps at the end of the day or we
keep going regardless, knowing that we will not compete for any award of the
hackathon. The organisers allowed us to exist as sole rebel artists. So here we
are! The three of us embarked on one of the most abstractly enriching journey!
Humans and their deeper meaning
The question addressed by the hackathon sparked an Odyssey of questions, instead of an Odyssey of answers. We asked ourselves — what is, in fact, purely
human in an age where layers of intelligence (once proudly measured in IQ)
once perceived as one of the most acclaimed human capability seem to belong
now more and more to AI? What human qualities can we identify now and how

did they evolve throughout the years?
What human values would we want
to preserve, if we were to prioritize?
Should we prioritize? What human
values could become an engine for a
different societal model? Are human
values measurable? Should they be
measured?
Each of us came up with different
answers and perspectives. We tried
more than one approach. Our initial
goal was to reach a provisory “answer”, given the logistical constraints
of the hackathon. As a preliminary exercise, I have imagined a society fueled
by creativity, where each home would
look differently (almost as sculptures),
according to the personality of each
person. Extrapolating, a city could
look like a personalised gallery. And a
society likewise. But even so, would it
be any better? Would it also respect to
the nature surrounding us? Would it
be a meaningful spiritual fuel or just
a more entertaining community of
“Homo Ludens”? We kept the idea on
hold for a short while.
After spending hours of debate,
ideation and prototyping, we decided
that in this context, before being able
to give any answers, we shall focus
on questions first and foremost. We
have therefore spent our night interviewing more than 50 participants of
MIT Hacking Arts. The main prompt
was: “What is your most cherished
human value?” We have gathered
the responses and noticed similarities. Some of the answers seemed to
return: empathy, creativity, imagination, compassion, trust, gratitude,
optimism, friendship. Some others
seemed rather rare: selflessness, tolerance. The responses came from participants with technological or creative
backgrounds.

Futurescapes Team
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Hacking the hackathon

Prototyping a future society
For the purpose of the hackathon, we
had as a tangible aim: to create the
first pillars for the future society. We
established three main guiding principles: the fuel is rather spiritual than
material, it will be based on collaboration instead of competition, the sum is
greater than the parts.
To begin with, after collecting all the
answers, we have made a collaborative constitution, a collaborative hymn
and a collaborative flag of our future
society.
The “Constitution”
The Constitution looked like a poem,
reuniting the human values (input)
collected from everyone. It resembled
an abstract endless poem. An excerpt
from it can be explored here:
“Empathy trust
Love joy creativity harmony compassion
Creativity exploration reasoning

Physical touch
Connection with someone
Compassion curiosity imagination
Memory — linkage between smell and
memory
Trust empathy emotions
Genuine trust compassion kindness
Generosity honesty empathy empathy
Kindness optimism
Imagination compassion gratitude
Imagination reasoning
Kindness companionship friendship
Curiosity self-awareness trust
The ability to choose interesting things
Tolerance,
Empathy,
Empathy”
The “Hymn”
Each human value collected from the
participants had an associated sound
and musical note. For the purpose of
the hackathon, the association was
made rather subjectively - for example,
“creativity” had associated the sound
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of a bell. The purpose of the exercise
was not to reveal the most “faithful”
sound, but to mostly convey the diversity of the sounds (inspired by the
diversity of the collected human values). When added collaboratively, all
the sounds and musical notes formed
a song, which became the hymn of the
future society.
The “Flag”
Each human value was associated with
a photo of the one who proposed it.
In order to create the flag of the future
society, we created a palimpsest: we
juxtaposed version of all the photos by
using an automated painting machine.
The flag became a rather abstract collection of shapes, symbolizing a plurality of world visions. And now that
we have created it, what do we do
with it? We take it further. The prototype aims to become a functionable
collaborative documentary where we
could all design and implement hu47

man-values-centered models of society. Bringing together
user-generated content and an interactive platform, the
virtual space is meant to ignite our imagination towards
more constructive societal models.
Henry Jenkins et. al. define civic imagination as “the capacity to imagine alternatives to current social, political or
economic conditions.” Futurescapes aims to embrace this
premise and to take it much forward by creating a balanced
platform for collective, diverse imaginaries with a constructive goal.
Hacking the hackathon: submitting the future society
When submitting the project, we had to complete an indepth questionnaire. As most of the questions were simply
not applicable to our project (such as — what is your business model? what digital technologies have you used?), we
started to hack the questionnaire.

Hackathon challenge statements

More as a genuine joke at first, we have completed all the
human values as used technologies. On a second thought,
what if human values would be considered “technologies”?
And even quite advanced ones? It is all a game of perspective. We now tend to cherish AI as the ultimate “technology”, but what if we already have unused ultimate “technologies?” What if, instead of business models, we could start
designing sustainable spiritual models? How would these
models function? How can we implement them?
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What have we learned from this journey
As any challenging prototyping journey, it is first and foremost a transformative learning experience. As we are still
in the research phase, there are few observations to emphasize :
- Just as “intelligence” was often over-prioritized, we believe that prioritizing any other single human value exclusively may remain a rather reductionist path. We began
with singular human values due to the time and space constraints of the hackathon, but in general, we believe that
this process is much more multi-layered. We shall grasp
better the complexity of the intertwined human values as
these values are infinitely diverse and we may not want to
reduce them to one. How can we integrate more values
into an organic vision?

Location hackathon boston mit

- It is not only inter-twining human values, but also empowering each individual to reconsider his/her past,
present and future strengths. In fact, quoting Yuval Noah
Harrari, the author of Homo Deus: “as times goes by, it becomes easier and easier to replace humans with computer
algorithms, not merely because the algorithms are getting
smarter, but also because humans are professionalising.
Ancient hunter-gatherers mastered a very wide variety
of skills in order to survive, which is why it would be immensely difficult to design a robotic human-gatherer. Such
a robot would have to know how to prepare spear points
from flint stones, how to find edible mushrooms in a forest,
how to use medicinal herbs to bandage a wound, how to
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MIT Hacking Arts post-conference

track down a mammoth and how to
coordinate a charge with a dozen
other hunters. However, over the last
few thousand years we humans have
been specializing. A taxi driver or a
cardiologist specialises in a much narrower niche than a hunter-Gatherer,
which makes it easier to replace them
with AI.” We are by no means promoting a journey back in time to the
human-hunterers, but instead, we
are militating for exploring more indepth the human complexity, before
affecting it irreversibly.
- Although we have made collaborative pillars for the future societies, we
have to admit that long-lasting collaborative frameworks are a challenge
to achieve. According to Michael
Maltzan in Notes on Time, “There are
places where we are engaged in the
same activity as a group, but isolated
in our individual spaces. [...] Whether
it is the space on the freeway next to
hundreds of other commuters but

staring only straight ahead of us, or
on a broad tapestry of blankets at the
beach next to each other but all gazing
west toward the expanse of ocean, or
all sitting in the movie theatre looking
at the screen but not at one another,
we are most accustomed to occupying
a space of parallel and disconnected
experiences.” In our specific case, we
need real, compelling collaborative
frameworks.
- Instead of designing a sole future society, we may actually need to envisage a plurality of future societies, that
would reflect the imaginaries and the
values of distinct individuals.
- If we would have infinite power,
what if instead of splitting the planet
into geographically-driven states, we
would actually regard it as a collection
of various human values-driven communities? Shall it function as a spiritual “country” of kindness, a “country”
of creativity or as a playground for
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them all? Luckily, internet seemed to
facilitate the dialogue between communities at first, however it tends to
be more and more filtered and distorted due to strict regulations and
algorithms of the platforms. Can we
re-use it for more meaningful, ethical,
exploratory purposes?
What do we still need to learn:
- How to reconcile different imaginaries, different visions of the same society? Shall we aim for an organic vision
that reconciles plenty or for a plurality
of visions?
- Why do we find it harder, as humans
and storytellers, to create tangible
utopias than tangible dystopias? Most
of the contemporary attempts are still
driven by dystopic-driven narratives
and imaginaries, while the scenarios
for constructive futures seem almost
nonexistent or inconsistent.
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- How to cherish humanity for its values and to help preserve them with
technology, instead of aiming to replace them with technology?
- Shall we choose human values that
are measurable or can we avoid and
replace the quantitative framework?
- Can we design future “societies”
fueled by spiritual values, without
cancelling some of the advancements
of today’s world? Can we reconcile,
for example, technology and spirituality? If so, how?
Future plans and prospects of the
future society
We are currently aiming to continue
prototyping the collaborative documentary and we are in the advanced
research stage. This is just one preliminary intention to spark the imagination of humanity into a more spiritual
and meaningful direction. However,
there are plenty of measures and steps

to take in order to actually make a difference.
After the hackathon, we have
launched an additional questionnaire,
that is publicly available and everyone is invited to contribute with a
personal view: Futurescapes. The
so far responding participants added numerous core-values to the list:
ethics, honesty, fairness, openness,
forgiveness, humility. Each has contributed with an expanded vision for
the specific human value. One of our
immediate aim is to archive the responses and to visualize them. In the
upcoming months, we aim to facilitate further debates towards creating
a functionable virtual model of future
societies fueled by human values. We
believe that we need to prototype our
future and to reconsider technology
not as a purpose in itself, but rather
as a tool to enhance dialogue, debate,
collaboration and advancement of our
spiritual, natural, noetic, axiologic
heritage. This is just a preliminary
manifesto for a long-term path: a path

of redefining meaning, for imagining
more daring constructive futures and
for implementing more ethical frameworks (one hackathon at a time).
Although the current premise is still
in the development stage, we deeply
believe that the urgency of acting on
it more in-depth becomes rather vital
and it is up to each of us to activate our
own applicable imaginaries. We may
need to further expand on Futurescapes in academic sillabi, in artistic
platforms, political platforms, economical frameworks in order to have
an impact. However, by then, we may
simply embrace it as a playground - for
healing, saving, improving ourselves
and the environment that we reshape.
IOANA MISCHIE
Referemces
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Sanroman and Jose Falconi
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Regina Josè Galindo, La oveja negra, 2014 - Performance at RAVE residency

ANTICIPATIONISM
AND ANTHROPOCENE
Leonardo Caffo

“The great philosophy,
unlike the great work
of art, can only be
understood centuries
later“- Martin Heidegger

Anticipationism and philosophy
Let’s start with a quasi-definition. The anticipationism is the future oriented
philosophical attitude, according to which we are allowed to try a concrete,
conceptual and practical anticipation of some pieces of future, The selection
criteria are mostly ethical, political and economic. Grounded between Marxist political philosophy and common reformism (1), anticipationism operates
within the symbolic sphere: showing, here and now, that it is possible to already
test or live some potentialities of the future. I defended the idea that anticipationism is the essential approach of the intersection between art and philosophy
(2) because philosophy itself can turn many of its arguments in artistic practices
(but also in architecture and design). In the Western philosophical world it is
currently more and more complex to solve the dichotomy between analytic and
continental philosophy; the former, originally Angloamerican, should find its
solutions in logic, while the later, of European origin, has on the other hand
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an approach based on history and criticism. Philosophy is a very particular
discipline, whose statute is continually
discussed by the meta-philosophy, but
in my opinion it is essentially characterized as a life practice, because of its
crossdiscilplinary structure; its closes
concept is the trusteeship: the ability to take the others and reorganize
them in a proper meta-object. Philosophy, as a matter of fact, according to
the well-known Aristotelian thesis, is
the essence that the whole is superior
to the sum of the parts: it organizes
all the pieces and, like in a museum,
where the interior (which are its objects) finds its own order if arranged
with the criterion of care. Anticipation means taking care of non-existent yet potential objects and making
them visible within a specific context;
this brief consideration on philosophy
also leads to different approaches on
its application: museums, fine arts
academies, various kind of publications, performances and realizations
of spaces. My theory, which I am going to expose in this text applying the
anticipation to anthropocene, is that
philosophy is a continuous movement.

face a “quantity”: it is an alternance of
geological ages, of which the anthropocene is the current one and there
is no better or worse. Obviously the
anthropocene, is intimately connected to our role on this planet and to
the structural modification of soils,
environments and ecosystems; this
does not make though the anthropocene a quality, but rather the context
in which all being on Earth are currently living. The connection between
quality and quantity can occur by taking anthropocentrism, in fact, and
exploring it as a founding concept

for the anthropocene but, perhaps,
also for its potential conclusion: if
the environment starts perceiving us
as a virus, sooner or later, it will get
rid of us. We got a long list of factors
making the anthropocene worrying,
but also – paradoxically - interesting:
global warming, overheating, pollution, intensive animal farming, etc.
Here is the philosophical step backwards and, as we will see, the one forward within the art: making possible
a set of practices that led the planet to
the anthropocentrism, according to
which Homo Sapiens has an author-

Anticipating within a context
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The most complex question concerns the criterion which anticipation
would use for selecting the elements
of a potential future and bringing
them to realization. Let us consider
antrhopocene (3) as our current geological era; I believe that anticipationism is also a connection method
between philosophy, art and scientific
thought: a sort of alliance, or something allowing different disciplines
to converge under the same sectoral
objective. The anthropocene is often
confused with a quality of being, such
as anthropocentrism, while instead, if
what geology tells us is true, we rather
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ized superiority over the rest of the
earth. The several anthropocentrism
deconstruction possibilities (4) originate the same feeling: what to do, once
we realize that the ecological scenario,
the only truly metaphysical scenario,
risks to collapse?
The problems generating anticipation
The anticipation, of course, is a contingency; it is generated by that ‘impasse’ we first mentioned happening
when, in a complex globalized economy no individual choices nor local
reforms can solve the problem that
anthropocene humanity should face.
Philosophy, more than art, can take
care of the symbolic dimension by
producing scenarios that, eventually,
others will have to bring to completion. I have argued that the concerns
about the potential extinction of
Homo Sapiens are irrelevant because
in fact the extinction is already underway (5) and we are facing a sympatric
speciation: two populations evolve
separately while living in the same
territory. It is a type of evolution occuring silently and imperceptibly due
to ecological isolation; as we know,
humans belong to the genre Homo,
whose Sapiens constitutes the last
evolutionary form. Chronologically
we have: Homo habilis, Homo georgicus, Homo erectus, Homo antecessor, Homo heidelbergensis, Homo
neanderthalensis, Homo floresiensis
and Homo sapiens (appeared about
200,000 years ago). It is therefore not
surprising if I consider anthropocene
as proof that, after two hundred thousand years, Sapiens has had it’s day,
while mine is a purely philosophical
and non-biological discourse. Moving
forward, I proposed to name a new
species of Homo, potentially present
already among us: Post-human Con-

Paloma Varga Weisz, Bumpman, 2016

temporary Homo, as a population
niche able to resist climate change,
overcrowding or lack of resources, because it is already currently living according to food, housing and political
needs, profoundly different from the
main ones characterizing both quality (anthropocentrism) and quantity (anthropocene). The anticipation
practice, constantly put in place by
this different – while aesthetically indistinguishable from Homo Sapiens species, is what allows us to trace both
the problems and the solutions to the
current environmental challenges.
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Contemporary posthuman and
art
Let’s face a pivotal point. Contemporary posthuman describes a species
taking the place of Homo sapiens
managing to live on the planet
without questioning the habitat but
taking advantage of the cultural and
technological evolution that paradoxically led the very Homo sapiens to its
own possible future extinction. From
radical food reformism to the abandonment of cities, there are practices
which allow an identification of the
new species such as the inclination
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Campo Adentro

to live in micro-communities, the
life in the woods, vegetable diets,
or all that system of behaviours and
habits that if adopted en masse would
eradicate the problems from their
roots. The point is that the answer
to this dilemma could be closer than
we think. Contemporary philosophical posthuman looks for allies. How
can we unfold straight away the
diversity of the new species born on
the ruins of Homo sapiens? Despite
its dense argumentation, philosophy
doesn’t seem to be enough helpful.
I propose to consider the alliance
between philosophy, architecture and
art as the basis of this “anticipation
theory”. As any other form of life, a
new one requires a new environment
or, more technically, a structure in
which life can develop. Even if Homo
sapiens’ habitat cracks and its new
form is suitable for the contemporary Posthuman, we still have to deal
with a contingent problem; where
could contemporary Posthumans

live their lives? If the economy and
politics persist to not care about ecology, anticipation seems to be a solid
option. Looking for independently
developed allies, my theory speculates a filling of spaces abandoned
by the consumption excess and the
waste of resources of Homo sapiens.
It’s useful to look at Gilles Clément’s
Third Landscape concept; according
to him, all the areas abandoned by
men, the parks and nature reserves,
the largely uninhabited areas of the
planet, and also the smallest and most
widespread semi-invisible spaces as
disused industrial areas, are fundamental resources for the conservation
of biological diversity.
These are different areas in terms of
configuration, dimension and status,
sharing only the absence of any human activity. If taken together, they
play a crucial role in the development
of the new species. The impact of
Homo sapiens contracts when the
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possibilities of contemporary Posthumans develop: the appropriation of
these empty areas, left or neglected
by capitalism, is the first step of the
making of the new habitat in which
the speciation will find its place. The
symbolic purpose of showing now
the way we will live in the future,
according to which many other
phenomena of human ethics such as
civil disobedience or vegetarianism
will decline, is fundamental. In 2005
Fernando García-Dory, within a not
too different theoretical framework
from that of Clément, inaugurated
the internal creation of the Commission on Rural Arts of a Rural Platform. This is a contemporary art project within the act of recovering rural
areas discarded in favour of urbanization, thanks to which government
commissions allow the construction
of art residences or micro-communities with a clear artistic purpose. In
2010 the project took shape under
the name Inland - Campo Adentro
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focusing on art, agriculture and the
countryside.

ecological crisis produced by Homo
sapiens, the discussion thus looks
more real. Understood as a contemporary Posthuman graft in all those
places abandoned by Homo sapiens in
which nature and biodiversity are returning their place, the Third Landscape is the theoretical inverse of Carl
Schmitt’s “Great Space” (Großraum),
the ultimate aim of a humanism led
to the extreme through the desire by
the “New Order” (Neue Ordnung).
Local anthropocentrism, especially in
relation to geocentrism, produces expansion at the expense of neighbours
we discover to be not “that close” because “subhuman” (Untermenschen).
On the other hand, because of its
way to evaluate the coexistence with
biodiversity, the Posthuman forms
necessary islands of survival on a
planet that collapses against its will.
The disappearance of Homo sapiens,
of course, is a defeat for everyone.

Ed Atkins “Recent Ouija” at The Stedelijk Museum

García-Dory wants to examine the
role of territories, geopolitics and culture in relation to the contemporary
connection between city and countryside. Thanks to such a contemporary artistic practice, we are driven to
rediscover the question of organized
utopia and study the way we interact
with the biosphere. It can happen
that in an abandoned area ways of
living profoundly alternative to those
of Homo sapiens may be developed:
some low impact and intimately
linked to nature humans may organize themselves through artistic
practices that are actually political
gestures of deep biological breakdown. Under this light, to anticipate
means to produce right now areas in
which we can develop the life form
as if speciation has definitely taken

place: a task that, according to science
and philosophy, cannot but belong to
the artistic sphere. I believe art and
architecture in conjunction are the
best competitors to give a practical
and actual substance to philosophical
theories, especially if they imply a
radical change in the ways of thinking
about the subjects involved in these
same theories. Even in its most basic
and diluted connotations, the posthuman has long profited from artistic
work - for example, Bruce Nauman,
Pierre Huyghe or Lara Favaretto with
her “out of place” grafts in landfill
sites. The reason is almost trivial; if
we investigate the future or present
concept of humankind, we reflect
better working with artistic images
rather than philosophical concepts.
Anticipating also the transformation
of the habitat in which the contemporary Posthuman lives after the
planet has been annihilated by the
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Speciation takes place because Homo
sapiens has surpassed the limits imposed by the environment, the reality
has resisted, and the feedback has
been a new commencement that now
art tries to describe and host.
Viewed in relation to space and its
control, the consequences of anthropocentrism are always treacherous
and violent: for this reason, it is better
to measure immediately, by the act of
anticipating, the strategies employed
by a given form of life to relate itself
to the environment. The reason why
the Third Landscape is a theoretical
perspective for contemporary Posthuman is simple. The nature that recovers space, the life that emerges from
below and that must be considered,
the coexistence with biodiversity... if
contemporary Posthuman desires to
live a long life it must translate the
theoretical assumptions of its spe-

ciation into a good practice of life.
Architecture intertwined with trees
and plants that integrates and shelters
instead of destroying and isolating is
the viewpoint that opens the theory
we are using as a guide to our long
journey. We must anticipate to prevent and understand, today that Martin Heidegger’s prophecy that “the last
man rages for Europe” (6) (let’s consider the conflicts between the Middle
East and the contemporary West)
seems to come about through conflicts
that have more and more the character of a “final solution”.
The Alliance
It must be stressed that there should
be a total harmony between science, art, and philosophy within this
framework. The selection criterion
of anticipation can not be arbitrary:
it is a philosophical theory that uses
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scientific evidence to shape certain
artistic practices in a triangulation
where every single vertex is essential.
The Anthropocene issue is emblematic when we highlight its causes and
the potential of certain changes of
direction for its slowdown; the objection is obvious, I guess: anticipating
is not useful at all. Clearly, compared
to any normative ethics, anticipation
appears to be a “simple” symbolic
approach that is not effective at all,
but my counter-objection is different: utilitarianisms or egalitarianisms
are just theoretically effective, i.e on
paper, not practically.
There is no way global damage could
be diminished by utilitarian speculations and, moreover, most of these
approaches condemn to individual
immobility because of the threshold
effect: without a fifty percent plus
one shifting the axis of effectiveness
with respect to the modification of
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a certain practice even in this case,
for a single individual the gesture of
change remains symbolic. Therefore
it is true, anticipation is good for
nothing, but the correct sentence
is that anticipation is also good for
nothing; it is just that we tend to turn
this observation into a resource, a
limit to be exploited for our benefit.

considering the idea of the city as the
only possible living space less and less
necessary. Here is where art, with
the arrogance that characterizes it,
can provide structure to a philosophy
that is risks to remain hanging in the
clouds of a theory for its own sake.

Art is expected to be good for nothing and yet, if we think of the political achievements that stemmed from
and through art, the list could be
endless; operating in the symbolic,
through performance or objects production, could lead to the unveiling
of a whole series of images risking to
remain a theory or to be condemned
to a hypothetical future that could
never come true because – paradoxically- nobody strove to undertake the
endeavor. Therefore, in order to consider an anticipation practice, first of
all we need data, evidences aimed at
telling the present problem we would
like to bring to short circuit through
anticipation; then, philosophy, which
acts as a glue by organizing data and
conceptualizing them towards the
world of production and artistic creation, where the “after” vision which
is recalled takes its shape.
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Anticipating means treating women
the same way men when are treated,
in times when they were considered
to be inferior -in the here and now
and without being sure that a real
progress could ever have happenedand perhaps organising a work
that would reveal the follies of the
present, hoping for a certain kind
of future. This, obviously, is just an
example; anticipation in the Anthropocene could mean starting to live
by ceasing to feed the meat industry
responsible of the Co2 emission,
rather than organizing one’s own
lives, starting to return to nature,
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AND
ANTHROPOCENE
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Paul de Kort - Waxing Moon

Inspired by multiple proof of the effects of human activities on climate change and the extinction of many different
life forms on earth, ecological thinking has moved from the
margins to the center and has become the radical edge for
discussing the long-term implications of technology and
modernity in relation to ecological crisis. The focus point
remains the land itself, how we see, understand, use and respond to it. How we think of land and deal with it describes
how we view ourselves and the planet we live on.
Art which explores the relation between nature and culture finds itself center stage in one of the most urgent issues of our time to which it both responds and gives shape.
Even though it has changed its name since the golden age
of land art in the 1970’s, -which appeared at the same time
the environmental movement came into being-, into eco
art, environmental art, landscape design which for a long
time occupied a marginal niche in the art world, land art
has far from disappeared. These days many more artists are
traveling around the world for projects and residencies to
explore the effects of humans on earth, often collaborating
with scientists, engineers, designers and others, while an
increasing number of exhibitions, publications and projects are devoted to this subject in the last ten years.
Our notion of nature as something external to us is now
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out of date. Humanity together with all its technological
inventions forms nature. This is the core premise of the
Anthropocene thesis, announcing a paradigm shift in the
natural sciences as well as providing new models for culture, politics, and everyday life. Thinking the Anthropocene not only brings natural scientists and artists working
with nature into the spot light making land a foremost subject but also becomes a space for new artistic practices and
approaches towards land which I want to explore here. The
Anthropocene has become a fashionable concept in the arts
and humanities which is begging for a more critical engagement with its theoretical proposal. It has become commonplace to start a discussion of the Anthropocene with
a critical remark on the term usually stating the problems
of positioning, after decades of careful identity politics,
the universal Anthropos, staking out the fact that not all
humans are equally responsible for the current ecological
crisis. Various alternative names have been proposed to
name the culprits – such as the Capitalocene, the Plantatiocene, the Eurocene, - but usually these remain footnotes
in an otherwise acceptance of the rather a-political framework that the Anthropocene proposes.
A writer who does take issue is TJ Demos, an art historian
who brings post-colonial theory to the debate insisting on
climate justice in thinking the current ecological crisis. In
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his recent publication Against the Anthropocene he convincingly discusses
how the Anthropocene is a further
legitimation of a neo-liberal ideology
which sheds of its responsibility by repositioning universal man in celebrating a complete mastery of the human
over all life on the planet leading to
preferred technocratic problems and
solutions such as geo engineering the
earths problems. Also important in
this regard is the work of Christophe
Bonneuil and Jean-Baptiste Fressoz
who in The Shock of the Anthropocene object to the supposed recent
awakening of our environmental
consciousness and observe how much
writing of the Anthropocene makes
no mentioning of corporate industries. By giving a well researched historical account of the Anthropocene
they show how from the outset of
the industrial revolution people were
quite well aware of the impact of the
exploitation of our natural resources
and how a specific form of corporate
capitalism has ruthlessly and knowingly pursued an ecological rampart
course.
A critical engagement with the Anthropocene starts from the acknowledgement that man is not at the
steering wheel of our spaceship as
Buckminster Fuller once famously
stated, and that the way out of the
crisis is not in proposing even more
technological fixes. In acknowledging
that it is not the planet but the Anthropos himself who is in crisis we need
to start working out new concepts,
values, and structures to redefine and
realign our relationship to the living
world around us. When discussing
art and ecology from this perspective
Felix Guatarri’s theory of ecosophy
which he elaborated in The Three
Ecologies from 1989 has become seminal. Here ecology is not merely environmental but political, mental and

Spela Petric - Confronting Vegetal Otherness Skotopoiesis

social in as far as it defines new ways of being with the world. The acknowledgement that humans and their culture and technology are an intrinsic part of
nature demands not only the development of new practices towards nature but
foremost the production of new subjectivities and relations. Nowadays ecology
has become a new paradigm which penetrates all disciplines in which as much
the concept of ecology and of nature are being redefined. Ecology should thus be
seen as an urgent cultural challenge for a reorientation towards the world rather
than just an issue of environment. This is too often the limited discourse of both
the environmental movement and green entrepeneurs reducing the problems
at hand to technicalities of CO2 emission reductions and water levels. When
only practices and not mentalities are changed nature is still, and even more so,
becoming a colonized subject of capital.
To develop a true eco-sophy we need to develop radical pedagogies in which art
as a specific form of knowledge can play an important role. This is why critical
thinkers of the anthropocene such as Timothy Morton and Bruno Latour pay
much attention to art as the place to experiment with new forms of subjectivity
where an esthetical and sensorial reorientation towards the earth becomes possible. The imagination and open form of art is given an important role in the
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development of a sensorial, narrative, performative and
transversal form of knowledge to explore a new relation
of self to environment. If the production of nature is being
considered as a historical reality then the crucial question
is as eco-sophes put it ‘how a democratic construction of
nature looks like’. What kind of assemblies and new forms
of collectivities can we start imagining which also includes
the non human other on a plane of equalitarian co-habitation of our planet. Which role can art play in the current
climate crisis to rethink and reset the position of humans
and our relation to nature? If we want to critically read
the Anthropocene it is not the victory of the Anthropos
over the earth but the crisis of the Anthropos itself which
is at stake. Our challenge lies in what Timothy Morton so
vividly describes as the need to finally come to terms with
what it means to ‘live in the big mesh’, the complex web of
entanglements which we are an intrinsic part of. This requires developing new sensibilities and relational networks
as much as experimenting with new institutions and structural forms to express alternate realities and values.
This is quite a different proposition than the typical visual
regime of the Anthropocene, which often consists of photographic or satellite imagery which prefers the aerial
view in constructing what could be called something like a
technological sublime: beautiful images of an earth ripped
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open and destroyed. Think of the photographs of Edward
Burtynski of red poisoned rivers or the photo series Louis
Helbig made of the Alberta tar sands tellingly titled Beautiful Destruction. The sublime as it operated in the 18th century romantic discourse allows the spectator to witness natural phenomenon as earth quakes and volcanic disruptions
from a safe distance which would otherwise be too horrific
for our sight. In a similar way the distant view from above
leaves us in awe in the face of what is too traumatic to fully
experience and increasingly anesthetizes us to the vision of
environmental destruction. This is a completely different
regime of visualization then an art practice which seeks to
engage with the dirt of the earth, which seeks to embody
and situate oneself in the environment to start seeking out
new forms of engagement and care.
While the art world has seen a decade of large blockbuster
exhibitions dealing with the thematics of nature, it has
difficulty to embrace this kind of art that truly sets the art
to work in the world. Nor does it reflect on its own institutional culpability, its relational structures of exclusion
and inclusion, its ties to corporate industries for financial
support, to even begin to develop an ecosophical practice.
In the following I will explore various strategies which are
developed in current art that deal with relations to land
and often, though not exclusively, occupy spaces outside
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of the established art institutions. Far more than taking environmental problematics as its subject matter it is about
experimenting with new forms of being and knowing, new
approaches to the earth, as well as the search for a new validation of nature amongst which new articulations of commons and communality.
In this regard I consider the work of Robert Smithson as
one of the most relevant historical land artists for contemporary practice. His creation of experiental spaces offer a
model in which intellectual, emotional and sensorial capacities are coming together to make people conscious of how
they experience their environment and participate actively
in the shaping of it from a position in between reality and
representation. Smithson strongly acted against the romantic notion of both art critics and environmentalists of
his time who cherished the holistic icon of the earth and
the pureness of nature as something which needs to be protected and restored, which opposed his anti-essentialistic
concept of nature as a geological and technological process
of decay. He considered this romantic models from the past
that did not possess possibilities to create a new ecological
conscience for the present. Smithson saw the role of the
artist in his own wordings as a “mediator between the ecologist and the industrialist”. Smithsons interests in the post
industrial landscape in which human action is inscribed in
the earth poses sharpest the question of the ecological in

human relations.
Far more than an art category that dealt with raw earth and
was a romantic escape from the city as much criticism of its
time would have it, Land Art in the seventies was already a
complex contemporary practice around the current media
and politics. Smithsons concept of site – the outdoor location of the work – and non site – as the abstracted fragment of that location imported in the world of art through
installations, photographs, texts and video’s defines a continuity between the environment and its representation
which allows for a deeper reflection on the role of nature
in our cultural conventions. This relational aspect, the in
between space that he creates between the physical site and
its representation through which the work unfolds itself in
fragments at different places and levels, brings the concept
of process and performance in play giving rise to new spatial practices. Smithson referred to this as a ‘physical development in the world’, an engaged looking which develops
in time. Land art in this way was a physical form of art
rooted in a real situation in which geological, political and
economical forces come together. His definition of the art
work as a project instead of an object meant it is not about
viewing or possessing of things but about forming a relation with the public domain. This focus on relations and
the circulation of ideas is a search for new forms of engagement which poses questions into site, ecology, politics and

Robert Smithson - Broken Circle Spirl Hill
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media. For Smithson nature was always already mediated
and can only be realized time and again through artificial
means.
In Broken Circle Spiral Hill - his second and only executed
large land art piece outside of the United States which he
created as part of Wim Beerens seminal exhibition Sonsbeek Buiten the Perken in 1972 in a sandpit in the north
of the Netherlands - the continuity of geological and human made forms and processes is emphasized. Denying any
stable reference point, it is impossible to get a grip on the
whole situation and your position within it. Instead of a
visual experience it emphasizes disorientation and tactile
experience. The visitor has to negotiate his experiences in
relation to the physical location which brings the role of
the environment in producing the experience to the fore,
thus forming a model of environmental engagement. A
more contemporary Dutch land art piece from Paul de Kort
titled Waxing Moon from 2008, refers unmistakenly to
Smithsons most known land art work Spiral Jetty (1970),
even though the location in the Biesbosch bears no similarities to the extensive field and salt lakes of Utah. Just like
here the labyrinthian form which De Kort created in the
Biesbosch changes its view with the rising and falling of
the water level. But in this case the work responds directly
to the policy changes with which the government tries
to keep the water in check. While Spiral Jetty is situated
between the primal force of nature and man made industrial forces, Waxing Moon operates in a different paradigm
which acknowledges the complete interwoveness of nature
and culture.
In the Anthropocene the relation between nature and
culture, as well as the effort to connect these dialectical
as Smithson did, is voided. Smithsons landscape dialectic
between the natural and the human made, a geological past
and an industrial present have collapsed into eachother.
Geological history has become now itself cultural history
now the activity of humans can be read in the geological
layers of the earth itself and human pollution can be dated
back in earth layers and bio chemical processes in the atmosphere. Now the opposition between material processes
and human action no longer works, we need a new approach to the world which is directed by material connections and processes in which the complicated interdependencies between human and earth is recognized. To develop
such a total vision on system earth transdisciplinary and
collective forms of knowledge are required in which methods from natural science and the humanities are brought
together.
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Smithson can in many ways be seen as a proto anthropocene artist. His work is a form of knowledge in which the
distinction between theory and action, matter and mind,
commentary and creation is being played out in relation
to each other. In historical land art cross disciplinary collaboration and an affinity with research and education
was already important. But where historical land artists
mainly worked together on realizing huge sculptural projects, artistic research now has become a place for knowledge production between widely divergent fields bringing
together the arts, sciences and local, indigenous forms of
knowledge. Also here Smithsons concept that the art work
does not end in an exhibition but continuously moves into
the world is important. An increasing amount of contemporary artists devote themselves to artistic research in
which they work together with many different disciplines
and sectors of societies to create new hybrid practices of
public art for which they travel to the most remote places
on earth. Smithsons influence can be seen here in understanding art as an open activity of text, documentation,
film photography and bringing together artifacts and information. For example in the work of the Centre for Land
Use Interpretation who through data bases, excursions,
lectures and documentations give attention to every form
of use of land using enormous interdisciplinary artistic collaboration.
In all of this the notion of place and site has become an urgent issue. In Miwon Kwons discussion of site specificity in
One Place After Another: Site Specific Art and Locational
Identity land art surprisingly is only marginally treated.
The references that she does make to land art present it as
the essence of site specificity, as a radicalization of the phenomenological here and now and the irriducable physical
nature of land as raw material, an approach to location as:
grounded, bound to the laws of physics, an actual location,
a tangible reality, its identity composed of a unique combination of constituent physical elements”. She suggests
here that land art was mainly concerned with the actuality
of place and not with the problem of deterriorialization.
Miwon Kwon formulates in opposition to this a new definition of site as a discursive vector in which site can be an
area of knowledge, a social matter, or for example a debate.
But as we have seen the land art of Robert Smithson and
many of his collegues was already concerned with questions of deterritorialization and discursivity in which the
role of media technologies in the conception and realization of land art works go far beyond the simple documentation and siting of the work. However, in contemporary
land art Miwon Kwons definition of site as discursive, the
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inscription of human activity and its extensive networks of media technologies,
governance, political economies as the location where historical and political
conflicts are inscribed in the physical matter of the earth become more explicit.
What remained implicit and marginal in historical land art – performance, discursivity, the overlapping meanings of land, power, media and technology- is
receiving a larger focus in contemporary art that deals with land. Artists are
still moving raw earth from time to time but explicitly acknowledge the discursive characteristic of land as an effect of law, contracts, discourses and systems of representation. Historical land artists already worked with inscriptions
in the landscape but contemporary artists are concerned with the implications
of media technologies and earthly materials, the economical, legal and political
inscription in conflict areas projected on both local and planetary scale. While
an artist such as Ana Mendieta in the Untitled Silueta Series in 1978 projected the physical traces of her body in the landscape to leave a visible sign in

which the political context is only
implicit, a work as Transborder Immigrant Tool by Ricardo Dominguez
and Brett Stalbaum in 2014 – in which
hacked telephones are used to help
immigrants over the American Mexican borders – makes the body in the
landscape invisible while revealing the
political systems and technologies in
which they function. Other examples
are Land Mark (Footprints) of Jennifer Allora and Guillermo Calzadilla
[2001-2002], who created shoe soles
for people trying to reclaim the land
of an American military test terrain,
so that as a result of walking in that
landscape they marked their presence
in the form of a stamp on the terrain
with content which problematizes the
American occupation. In a similar way
Santiago de Sierra hired a group of
men on the border of Mexico and the
United States to chop the word submission out of the land. These works
make the relationship between power
and land visible by showing how conflicts writes itself into the land. Physical intervention falls together here
with political intervention thus radicalizing the tradition of earth art.
Carthography is another way by
which artists explore and embody
how we trace and track the land. In
the Green Line Francis Alys walks
on the border between Palestine and
Israel while carrying a leaking can of
green paint by which he draws out a
specific historical and social reading of
how borders operate in the land itself,
revealing the constructed nature of all
historical, political and economic divisions of land by showing it as a temporal inscription. The artists Saubine
Haubitz and Stefanie Zoche painted in
2009 a blue line through the center of
Copenhague that pointed to a point
of 7 meter above sea level, the average rise of the sea water after all the
ice of Greenland melts due to global

Francis Alys - The Green Line
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warming, tracing a new frontier of what could become the
waterfront of the city. What is made visible here is not the
historical conflicts about the use of land but the new divisions that will arise as a result of natural disasters. In Nomadic Milk Esther Polak follows dairy transporters for the
Peak Milk Company as well as nomadic Fulani herdsmen
in Nigeria, tracking their routes with GPS. Sand drawings
are made by a little robot based on GPS recordings, tracing
these very local and global movements of milk distribution
on the earth itself telling the story of the landscape, people,
economy and mobility. This is a way of seeing yourself in
landscape, how we leave traces and maps in the landscape,
and how we relate to the landscape as technologically mediated. Like Dennis Oppenheim and Richard Long these
artists are concerned with landscape inscription but they
want to make visible the hidden traces of our technologies
and frameworks while using them. Navigation is here a
mediated way to nature that inscribes the body back into
the land as a mutual process of transformation shaping
both land and people.

Rirkrit Tirvanija Land

Another important and current subject amongst many
contemporary thinkers and artists is the commons. Much
of what we share today – whether natural resources and
public spaces, information and genetic codes – is privatized. Artists experiment with the model of commons as
a specific form of human relations based on social communality and direct democracy. The Danish collective N55
has an ongoing project with title LAND, started in 2000,
which consists of small plots of land in different places in
the world that can be used and expanded by anyone. People
inform N55 of the position of the plot who then mark the
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place with a cairn, a multiple angled object with a manual inside of it, and lists
the geographical positions on the N55 website. This communual ownership requires different kind of relations and behaviors between people that the project
wants to make visible. LAND is a project that could potentially spread until all
land is freed up and the project is no longer necessary. In a similar way This is the
Public Domain is an effort by Amy Balkin to create a permanent international
commons from a private parcel which she pursued in 2003 in California and
involves the research into legal strategies by which to hand over all rights associated with ownership to the global public. The project Land by Rirkrit Tirajavianja (1998 ongoing) is putting this experiment of collective management
into practice. Land is established as a self sufficient surroundings by the artistic
community in the countryside of Thailand. The intention is that it is cultivated
as an open space for cultivation of the land, architectural living, cultural experiment and discussion which is owned by no one and is open for the local country
side community, resulting into a hybrid of innovation and traditionalism, contemporary materials and technologies and old forms of agriculture. Not only
artists but also activists movements experiment with new forms of direct action
to explore anew what it means to be public, how to give shape to communual
managed land through various reinventions of institutions and structures that
redefine the collective and democracy in our changing society. One of the most
interesting experiments in this regard is the ZAD (zone a defense), the largest
autonomous zone in Europe which started as a protest against the plans for an
airport outside of Nantes in France and is now a site where hundreds of activists
and people from various backgrounds together with local farmers experiment
with alternative forms of living, working, economies, assemblies and politics.
The question what kind of political communities we want to develop when
life and not the human becomes the privileged focus is explored in a series of
works by the Finnish artist Terike Haapoja titled The History of Others. Explor-

ing alternative ways of being in the
world from a post-anthropocentric
perspective she focuses primarily on
institutions such as political parties
(the Party of Others), legal structures
(The Trial), the museum (The History
of Cattle and The Museum of Non
Humanity) as the sites where we determine which values we express, how
we categorize, create our boundaries,
represent and experience the world
around us. By experimenting with a
different ordering and structuring of
these institutional forms she reflects
on more inclusive forms of living
together, distributing agencies and
power. Ascribing culture and history
to the non human animal begins to
imagine a world in which radical different choices are made when life is
valued over the privileging of the human. Haapoja’s work strikes a chord
with the writings of the biologist and
philosopher Donna Haraway, another
thinker who critically engages with
the Anthropocene thesis which she
suggest to replace by the more positive and non human centred proposal
of the Chtulucene. Haraway, who in
2003 wrote The Companion Species
Manifesto and in 2008 centered on
her own relation with her dog Cayenne in When Species Meet – develops as in her more recent publication
Staying with the Trouble a new language which reshapes the meeting
between humans and the non human
other. She speaks for example of ‘becoming-with’and ‘response-ability’ to
stress the ability to react and to listen
to the other in a mutual process where
each understands the needs and concerns of the other. Crucial is her emphasis on the risk that is involved in
opening up to the encounter with the
other, which is not necessarily positive and nice, but to which we need to
learn to open ourselves up rather than
create borders led by fear, in order to
realize the potential capacity of both

Amy Balkin - This is the public domain
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ourselves and the other in the encounter. Also for Donna
Haraway art plays an important role in experimenting with
alternate realities and sensory and situated forms of knowledge to start imagining new political communities. Artistic
practices such as those of Haapoja create exactly this space
in which the surface of reality is temporarily broken to offer a vision on new organizations of life.
The ecological crisis we find ourselves in forces us to seek
new connections to the earth, the land and all its inhabitants which acknowledge our intrinsic dependencies on our
environment. Miwon Kwon concludes in her exploration
of site specificity in One Place After Another that what was
once a liberating cultural construction of the subject as nomadic, disconnected from place, has now become the ideology of global market capitalism. The task that lays before
us as she suggests is to explore how we can move between
the nostalgia and conservatism of identities fixed to a place
and the freedom which resides in the nomadic. The deteritoralization of site has produced liberating effects now we
are no longer confined to normative assigned spaces for our
identity. However this process of uprooting ourselves from
relations has also subjected us to the fragmentation and alienation of the mobile market economy, while its phantom,
the nostalgia to an actual site, comes up time and again in
more violent forms. Miwon Kwon suggests that it is not a
matter of choosing one site over the other, as is often the
case, but “to think contradictory longings at the same time
and to see apparent contradictions as sustainable relations”.
In the Anthropocene as an intensive networked era in
which the smallest has effects on the largest and vice versa
the advantages of the tactical, the marginal, the local, the
other no longer can be made to work. Now that the relation between nature and culture has collapsed and cannot
even be dialectically connected as Smithson did, we need to
find new ways of living and producing knowledge in which
all the oppositions by which we defined our vision on the
world sofar are being brought on one plane acknowledging
the interconnectedness of all living and non-living things.
But the fact that in the Anthropocene tectonic movements have infiltrated our daily lives and that vast geological scales and processes collide with our human actions
should not legitimate new forms of irrationalism founded
on emotional responses. Instead it necessitates a search for
new foundations of rationalism as an embodied practice
against modern universalizing rationalization. It requires
to redefine the conditions of knowledge itself and what rationality is. Art not as the other of reason but as a rational
operation in its own right in which thinking and doing are
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intrinsically connected so that it is about a transformative
engagement of the subject with the world. This is about
connecting the relations between seeing and doing, vision
and action entering responsibility to what we see starting
from a specific time and location and from lived experience
rather than abstract and uncommitted. This we find in
many experiments with embedded practice which people
like Donna Harraway propose against the generalization
of modern rationality. Against the conquering view from
nowhere she positions a way of looking that requires commitment and responsibility, a form of situated knowledge,
very much in the way that Robert Smithson developed his
thoughts on engaged looking in the world.
Art forms an important and specific field of knowledge in
imagining and experimenting with new subjectivities for
an ecosophical way of being that our new era demands
from us. An eco literacy might demand the kind of attention and commitment that the Slovenian bio- artist Spela
Petric exerted in a performance titled Confronting Vegetal
Otherness Skotopoiesis. Exploring her intimate relationship to otherness and plant life she stood for 16 hours in
front of a light casting a shadow on a field of crest, eventually resulting in a discoloration in the crest where her presence blocked the light leaving in the encounter an imprint
of her body.
ALICE SMITS

ALICE SMITS
ALICE SMITS IS THE INITIATOR AND DIRECTOR/CURATOR OF
ZONE2SOURCE (WWW.ZONE2SOURCE.NET) AN EXHIBITION
PLATFORM FOR ART, NATURE AND TECHNOLOGY IN THE AMSTELPARK IN AMSTERDAM. SHE IS CURRENTLY INVOLVED IN RESEARCH AT LAPS | RIETVELD ACADEMY AMSTERDAM FOCUSING
ON LAND ART IN/AND THE ANTHROPOCENE
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Madebyrain by Aliki Van Der Krujs (2015)

DESIGN
FOR ANTHROPOCENE:
PHILOSOPHIES AND THE
PROJECT SCENARIOS
IN CONTEMPORARY DESIGN

Chiara Scarpitti
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Antropocene as natural “exaptation”.
Anthropocene is a term coined in the
‘80s by biologist Eugene Stoermer, and
later adopted by the Nobel Prize winner Paul Crutzen for chemistry in the
book Welcome to the Anthropocene,
in which for the first time the existence of an era based on the impact of
human civilization on the planet was
theorized (1).
It is a post-Holocene geological era,
i.e. a period characterized by the invasive and transformative impact of
human activity on earth. The term
derives from the Greek “anthropos”,
meaning man, and “holocene” indicating the current geological period.
The irreversible transformation of
the chemical-physical characteristics
of the earth is generating a new natural, semi-artificial world, since it is
partly constructed and reshaped by
man himself, and of which, he is consequently responsible for.
The terrestrial landscape has changed:
glaciers are melting, sea water is rising
to their level, and many species of
animals and plants are beginning to
disappear or are now at risk of extinction. The warming of the atmosphere,
desertification, the deep drilling in
the soil, the mineral quarries, the
pollution of the waters and the skies,
the climatic changes and the violence
nature is increasingly exposed to are
unstoppable.
In the “Mineralogical Journal”, Robert
Hazen, Edward Grew and other geologists have supported the thesis that
this new era has led to the spontaneous creation of new minerals. “We
have cataloged 208 mineral species approved by the International Mineralogical Association that occur principally or exclusively as a consequence of

Anthropocene - extinct flowers and lost landscapes - ArtProject by the Author (2017)

human processes. At least three types
of human activities have affected the
diversity and distribution of minerals
and mineral-like compounds in ways
that might be reflected in the worldwide stratigraphic record.” (2) As the
study states, from a geological point of
view, the generation of these 208 new
minerals is due to three fundamental
stratigraphic markers: the presence of
chemical compounds within rock; the
transformation of the rock surface due
to mining activity and the redistribution of natural minerals by human beings.
Manifestations of the disruption of
the original ecosystem of the planet
are increasingly evident. Thus, in the
book “The Sixth Extinction”, Elizabeth Kolbert writes: “Right now, we
are deciding, without quite meaning
to, which evolutionary pathways will
remain open and which will forever
be closed. No other creature has ever
managed this, and it will, unfortunately, be our most enduring legacy.”
(3)
In Anthropocene nature responds to
man through a self-modifying operation of itself, to survive, just as it
has always done. In post-Darwinian
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theories, the concept of exaptation,
introduced by Stephen J. Gould and
Elisabeth S. Vrba in the book “The
Bricolage of Evolution”, (4) indicates
a mechanism of evolution based on
continuous and progressive adaptation in relation to changing environmental conditions. “The living organism in fact also consists of inherited
parts, which over time have become
pointless and that instead, at a given
moment in time, may be coopted to
perform functions that had nothing
to do with their original ones. Evolution is therefore not an engineer but
rather a bricoleur, which re-uses what
is available to it. Through a shifting of
functions, innovation may therefore
take place unexpectedly in the evo¬lution process, which is natural, but also
pertains to all types of sys¬tems, and
which is the result of a posteriori adaptation mechanism”. (5) Hence, although the Anthropocene is still a theory for some, from a scientific point
of view, this era is already providing
its results, both as the creation of new
mineralogical elements and with the
modification or disappearance of living species and consequently with
the irreversible change of the original
characteristics of the environment.
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Anthropocene mostra Spazio Subalterno Milano (2017)

An ecosophist approach to the
project.
The unstoppable change of nature in
relation to the impact of human civilization, is leading to a widespread
awareness that the planet’s resources
are not infinite. It has been definitively understood that common sense,
measurement and respect for the environment must be the essential principles upon which a truly advanced
society can be built. Along these lines,
a number of contemporary theorists, including Edgar Morin, Ugo La
Pietra, Serge Latouche and Riccardo
Dalisi, are among the first to talk
about neo-humanism. However, this
vision is not truely “anthropocentric”,
if by definition we mean a hierarchical
conception of man as the fulcrum of
the universe, instead of universalistic
or, similarly to Latouche’s concepts of
Ecosophy. (6)
Far from a fragmentation of scientific

knowledge and a segmented perception of the world, an ecosophist approach encourages total integration of
man and cosmos. “The new planetary
Humanism can only be born from a
concrete universalism, made such by
the community of irreversible destiny
that now binds all individuals, all the
peoples of humanity, the whole of humanity to the global ecosystem, the
Earth.” (7)
The root eco indicates that wise organization of the house, which is our
world, while sophia is to indicate
precisely the conscious knowledge of
this organic order, which through a
neoumanist spirit, extends to every
animate and inanimate thing of this
universe, including both the living
world and that of the “inorganic”. This
vision, which therefore does not place
hierarchies between man and environment, leads to a systemic whole,
regenerating itself as a unitary organism.
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“The so-called ecology or science of
(limited) resources of the Earth will
not bear fruit, as evidently, as long as
it is limited to being a pragmatic science, aimed at a better exploitation of
natural resources. The term Ecosophy
is the fruit of the mystical experience
of matter in general and of the Earth
in particular. Ecosophy is that wisdom
that consciously tells us that the Earth
is also a subject and, even more so, a
constitutive and definitive dimension
of reality. (8)
The ecosophist approach leads the
designer to an intimate immersion
into nature and a spiritual interpenetration of it. From a methodological
point of view, therefore, the relationship between design and man transforms into a renewed form of human-centered design, which places
man unselfishly at the center of an
organic project in harmony with the
world. This awareness, the use of materials, processes and technologies,
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orient the research of a project that
knows how to dialogue with the environment, respecting and defending
its values. The more design is able to
express an authentic ecosophist approach through its aesthetic-conceptual qualities, the more it will be able
to go deeply into the anthropological
dimension of man.
Research experiences in contemporary design.
With the spread of the web and the
advent of new technologies capable
of modifying existing living systems
- such as genetics, synthetic biology
and regenerative medicine - the primordial model of humanity seems to
evolve from within. In relation to the
so-called Moore Law, (9) Kurt Kurtzweil believes that the curve of technological progress, due to the interaction
between technologies, is growing at a
wholly exponential rate. His studies
hypothesize that this techno-scientific
advancement will be equal to that imaginable in twenty thousand years and
will transform every sector of knowledge: from energy to biology, from
medicine to economics, from genetics
to ethics.
“We can no longer think in a linear
way: we have to do it exponentially.”
(10) This is one of the slogans of Singularity University, a school founded
in San Francisco by Kurtzweil, which
unites students from all over the world
through the study of disciplines such
as genetic engineering, artificial intelligence, robotics, and human sciences
towards a new scientific convergence.
With regard to this transdisciplinary
convergence, the transhuman horizon is made even more tangible by the
emergence and strengthening of new
sciences, which are connected to each
other reaching new and unexpected
levels of efficiency. In particular; we
refer to the NBIC convergence, that

is, between nanotechnology, biotechnology, information technology and
cognitivism, which, through close
interaction, are able to lead human
evolution towards the integration
between nature and technology.
A design response to this imaginary
future, for example, is provided by
the Israeli designer Naomi Kizhner,
who in 2013, hypothesized a scenario
where energy resources are scarce.
(11) She has designed devices that exploit the flow of the blood in the human body for production of energy
and survival. These objects, serving
as the archetypes of a design for the
Anthropocene, mixing gold, biopolymers and electrical conductors grafted
into the skin, invite a reflection on the
future possibilities of contemporary
design.
In this evolutionary perspective, with
changing production processes and
markets, the role of design is transformed because the design of a product
is no longer aimed at exclusive physical consumption, but also intellectual.
Critical thinking extends to a wider
spectrum of themes and purposes, including political debate, philosophical
reflection, scientific experimentation
and environmental issues.
In relation to the topic of Anthropocene, among these, the creation in the
laboratory of new materials, manufacturing processes and tools for the
creation of new contemporary objects
plays an important role. Among the
most advanced experiments we find,
for example, the theme of the “Neo
Material”, (12) moving between scrupulous laboratory research and an investigation into the machines and materials used for the direct construction
of the project. But the approach taken
to the transformation of material also
transforms the thought, because each
element is linked to a precise prim-
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ordial macro cosmos, made up of images, stories and customs, in continuous evolution. And it is the use of this
culture that inspires the designer to
re-invent each time composite substances, manufacturing and aesthetic
processes.
From this perspective of infinite possibilities, we find the research carried
out by Lucie Libotte, on dust, or Aliki
Van Der Krujs, on rain. In the very
title of Van Der Krujs’s work, Made
by Rain, the sense is concealed of a
poetry that leaves the power itself to
create to a primordial phenomenon,
designing textures that differ each
time, because they are determined by
the type of water an its duration.
Heterogeneous, unexpected, organic
and inorganic materials, digital instruments and machinery; everything
is positioned in a single synaesthetic
space that is the laboratory. The designer’s approach is, in this sense,
similar to that of the alchemist. Like
the alchemist, the designer modifies
and distils the material to create something that was previously not there.
The duo Revital Cohen & Tuur van
Balen, for example, try to redefine
a new type of substance, shaping it
through a combination of materials
recovered by old hard disks. To explain a project like B/NDALTAAU,
they write: “Metals and rare earth
minerals are mined from the pile of
hard drives and reconfigured back
into mineral form. Neodymium (Nd)
magnets are shredded with a water jet,
tantalum (Ta) is filed out of capacitors and the gold (Au) recovered with
acids. The aluminium (Al) platters –
still holding their ones and zeros – are
melted and recast in a sand mould. An
artificial ore emerges from the earth,
unexpectedly black”. (13) The experimentations of the study go beyond the
boundary between the material and
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digital dimensions, taking the latter,
through the breakdown of the electronic components that generate it,
to its state of primary physicality. The
result is not an object of common use
but rather a new mineral, whose sole
purpose is to open up speculation on
the meaning of the substances and on
how they can be used.
On the philosophical debate of the
Anthropocene, he also investigated
the contemporary design exhibition
curated by Stefano Maffei with Marcello Pirovano at the Galleria Subalterno in Milan, presented during the

Fuori Salone in 2017. As stated in the
press release “the exhibition reports
of ‘man with the natural and artificial world, through a series of design
metaphors of Italian and international
designers. The gallery is transformed
into a tropical diorama from which
hybrid objects emerge, creating a dialogue - at times balanced and conflictual - between human activities and
the surrounding environment. “ (14)
The result of this operation is the staging of a set of hybrid, multi-sensorial
objects, which peek into the primor-

dial while being technological, and
through a techno-philosophical contamination invite critical reflection
on the interaction between man and
nature.
One of the most interesting aspects of
this operation lies in placing the Anthropocene as a catalyst concept of
design practice, which unfolds both in
an intellectual and material way, in order to actively involve society in this
developing phenomenon.
Through a reversal of the current risks
related to pollution due to plastics and
the imagination of a scenario where
plastic will no longer be produced, the
designer Shahar Livne tries to work
with polymeric waste, reformulating
it into a new clay mixture. Plastic, an
icon of the consumeristic and disposable, turns into something precious
and rare to handcraft the remodeling
of objects. Moving away from an aesthetic of perfection typical of products
manufactured by the industry, the
Israeli designer invents a new material that is called / she calls Lithoplast,
with which plasma totems and sculpture objects for domestic use.
In a recent interview for the online
design platform Deezen states “My
research was based on what geologists
will expect to do in the future. We can
already see plastic hybridizing with
nature, through the behavior of animals using it, or through new rocks that
are made out of plastics. If plastic is
eventually used by craftsmen, its value
will change. People immediately think
that plastic is a threat, but as a geologist told me - the Earth just does not
give a damn”. (15)
In this upside-down perspective compared to the current perception of environmental risk, one of the possible
projects concerns the possibility of us-

Energy Addicts by Naomi Kizhner (2014)
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ing changes already in place in the environment, without
having to necessarily want to return to a zero degree, but
instead trying to live together with the technologies and
waste materials, recovering them in a strategic way to reintroduce them in the market. A fascinating hypothesis
about the future of the mines is offered by the work of
Gionata Gatto and Giovanni Innella, who in “Geomerce”
construct a complex interactive installation – made up
of digital devices, hydroponic growth tanks and plants –
aimed at depicting the potential economic importance of
agriculture worldwide. “And if we could make the most of
the extractive capacities of some plant species to imagine a
new financial economy driven by plants?”. (16) This is the
question the two designers endeavour to answer, in a bid to
transform the polluted lands into a sort of innovative mine,
by means of the accumulation of precious metals that the
plants can extract.
The nature recomposed

B_NDALTAAU by Revital cohen & tuur van balen (2015)

The natural element is investigated in contemporary times
in different ways, but always closely connected to its context. (17) Design uses nature as primordial material, archaic
substance, exquisitely symbolic and re-processes it according to advanced technologies or simple gestures, manipulating it through a complex combined action. In Sayaka
Yamamoto’s research, Little Wonders is a project of pins
inspired by the world of botany, where each fragment is
selected and reassembled according to a new composition
logic. The designer identifies with the naturalist who collects one of each specimen, analysing it and classifying it
precisely. Obsession and collectionism are therefore the
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two criteria for the re-interpretation of forms, for the construction of an alternative world, made up of leaves, insects
and butterflies.
In other cases, nature is investigated through extreme
design fiction practices that theorise the relevant decline or
possible futures. The exhibition Post Fossil Excaving 21st
Century, by Lidewij Edelkoort, is a tangible example of
this. (18) The projects exhibited here describe apocalyptic
scenarios, through fake palaeontological findings and the
matter of the fossil becomes the expedient from which
everything starts up again, re-imagining new worlds starting from scratch. (19) The raw material is re-processed,
fire becomes an instrument by which to construct objects
as in the past; there is a return to natural imperfection, to
the roughness of surfaces and substances used. A blend of
“arte povera” (literally “poor art” or “impoverished art”) and
primitivism is imbued in all objects displayed, which, although taking a glimpse at a very distant past, instead represent the testimony of a near future.
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Geomerce by Gionata Gatto and Giovanni Innella (2015)

But nature is also explored as a process, through careful
study of its dynamics and spectacular staging of its mechanisms. This is why the most interesting experiments challenge us to manipulate the course of life from within or to
bring the reflection back to a plan of total integration and
attention to the ecosystem. This is the case of Francesco
Faccin with the Domestic Breeding or Tomáš Gabzdil with
the Honeycomb Vessel. Through different poetics, nature
is now interpreted in its symbolic recomposition, now in
the productive process, now in its interplay between past
and future.
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Lithoplast by Shahar Livne (2017)

Conclusions
In light of irrepressible technological
acceleration and industrialization that
has now overwhelmed the relational
logic between man and nature, it is
clear that it is necessary to reflect on
how Design can interact with these
phenomena. The project must not necessarily defend with a romantic attitude the idea of the restoration of the
original ecosystem, but rather can intervene in it, through an acute design
thought, and a willingness to rethink
the world of objects and consumer
goods in a complex society. “Our technologies must be able, in order to survive, to face the aesthetic and spiritual
dimension, which is the most sophisticated of all, but the only one able to
guarantee the political survival of our
system”. (20)
If technologies are now dominant
however, we must think in advance
and with responsibility, in order not

to passively undergo the changes imposed by our own inventions. It is
desirable to understand the possible
critical aspects of a technological evolution to which limits are not imposed
and that often dominates man from
above, actor and victim of his actions.
It is also possible to review the artificial materials and processes now
triggered by man in a different light,
trying to reprocess them and rethink
them through the arts and design. But
the question is not simple, and from
this perspective, the role of the project
is crucial.
Indeed, one of the most difficult challenges is precisely that of welcoming
an authentic dialogue between man
and nature within design thought. It is
in the contemporary re-elaboration of
these anthropological dimensions and
in their restitution to the world that
there is a possible glimpse. In this way,
perhaps, it will be possible to construct a real ecosophist design, able
to address man and the environment
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in an anti-anarchist manner, with the
positive transformation of the current
state of things and in the acceptance
that its dialectic is constantly evolving.
CHIARA SCARPITTI
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Geomerce by Gionata Gatto and Giovanni Innella (2015)

PHD IN DESIGN FOR INNOVATION, COLLABORATES FOR RESEARCH ACTIVITIES WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF DESIGN DICDEA
OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CAMPANIA. SHE IS A LECTURER AT THE
ACADEMY OF FINE ARTS IN NAPLES, IED MODA IN MILAN, AND
TARÌ DESIGN SCHOOL IN MARCIANISE, TEACHING ALTERNATIVE MATERIALS FOR NEW CRAFT, DESIGN METHODOLOGY AND
CONTEMPORARY JEWELRY. IN 2016 SHE WON THE LEONARDO
AWARD FOR HIS DOCTORAL THESIS “POSTDIGITAL DESIGN. OBJECTS, THINGS AND ORGANISMS”, AT THE PALAZZO DEL QUIRINALE IN ROME. FROM 2011 WITH THE OMONYMOUS BRAND DEVELOPS AND PRODUCES JEWELRY AND DESIGN OBJECTS IN ITS
OWN STUDIO, EXHIBITING THE PRODUCTS IN MANY GALLERIES
AND MUSEUMS AROUND THE WORLD. HER TRANSDISCIPLINARY RESEARCHES INVESTIGATE DIFFERENT ASPECTS OF THE
CONTEMPORARY DESIGN, HYBRIDIZING TECHNOLOGY WITH A
HUMANISTIC APPROACH, USING THE MOST INNOVATIVE TECHNIQUES BETWEEN ADVANCED INDUSTRY AND HIGH CRAFT.
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Andreco – Tree installation – Nomadic Landscapes – courtesy of Adiacenze, Bologna 2013
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Temperature data from four international science institutions. All show rapid warming in the past few decades and that the last decade has been the warmest on record.
Data sources: NASA’s Goddard Institute for Space Studies, NOAA National Climatic Data Center, Met Office Hadley Centre/Climatic Research Unit and the Japanese Meteorological Agency.

Our impacts on the ecosystem
“Welcome to the Anthropocene. The
human changed the climate, the earth
enters a new geological Era,” as the
Nobel Prize winner in Chemistry,
Paul Crutzen (1), wrote. Humans, by
modifying the environment they inhabit, produce a negative impact on
their own life. (2)
Today, Climate Change is already
having a distressing effect on our
communities, our health, our environment and our economy. We are
now facing several impacts including:
- The sea level rise with increasing
coastal flooding.
- Increasing heat waves and high temperatures combined with air pollution
have serious implications for our
health causing dehydration, heat exhaustion and deadly heat strokes.

- Increase in wildfires, longer dry seasons and drought.
- Extreme climate events, heavy precipitations, and more flooding.
Climate scientists have documented
that global warming is happening
and that fossil fuel emissions are the
primary cause. A wealth of scientific
evidence shows that the impacts mentioned above are primarily the result
of increased levels of heat-trapping
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere—
carbon that can be traced back to the
fuels (coal, oil, and natural gas) which
fossil fuel companies have extracted
and brought to the market. (3)
Scientists have proved that the carbon dioxide (CO2) concentration in
the atmosphere is directly connected
with the rise of temperature and with
climate change aggravation. The safe
level of CO2 in the atmosphere is 350
parts per million (ppm). The CO2
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concentration in atmosphere currently is over 400 ppm and growing
fast. The 350 ppm level has been surpassed around 30 years ago. It is our
fault.
“Climate-warming trends over the past
century are extremely likely due to human activities.” (4)
“Observations throughout the world make
it clear that climate change is occurring,
and rigorous scientific research demonstrates that the greenhouse gases emitted by human activities are the primary
driver.” (2009) (5)
“Human influence on the climate system
is clear, and recent anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases are the highest
in history. Recent climate changes have
had widespread impacts on human and
natural systems.” (6)
Despite the scientific evidence, the
message is still significantly under80

estimated. It is worth mentioning
though that environmental awareness
in people is growing and that there
are some positive signs from international summits. All member states
involved in the Kyoto Protocol committed to not exceeding the 2°C rise in
temperature during the 2015 United
Nations Climate Change conference
(COP21) in Paris. The 2017 COP23
conference in Bonn, Germany, emphasized the social emergency of
forced migrations due to climate
change. All those factors though do
not seem to be sufficient for a radical
change of direction.

first of the “climate skeptics”. However, there are many people who are
working all over the world in order to
bring about change. Scientists, artists,
philosophers, citizens who believe in
models of existence that don’t have
a negative impact on the natural resources of the planet. The goal is ambitious. It is not only about fulfilling
the transition from fossil fuels to renewable resources, but mostly about
the necessity to shift from a rooted anthropocentric approach to a balanced
ecocentric conception of the world.

There is still a “Great Derangement”,
a term used by the Indian writer
Amitav Ghosh, who in his book denounces the apathy of many, even in
the field of culture, when it comes to
climate change.

What is the role of art in the international debate on climate change?

Visual artists show interest and express sensibility towards the Environmental Crisis. Famous and emerging
artists are working on global warming issues. Paris 2015 is an example
of public artworks on climate change
( Olafur Eliason, Andreco, Lucy and
Jorge Orta, Shaped Fairy) (9). Recently international festivals at the intersection of climate change and culture have emerged. (10)

Recently in the art world there has
been a growing number of artworks
regarding environmental issues. Can
we declare a return to nature, the
kind that happened with Land Art
and other Art and Nature movements during the 1960s and 70s? In

The reaction of climate change scientists on the “Climate Artworks” is
not always enthusiastic though. Often times they consider the concepts
weak, superficial and inaccurate. The
same response is common among ecologists. Some environmental activists

Without even mentioning the recent
declaration about Global Warming by
Donald Trump, who has become the

Art and Climate Change

recent years, exhibitions and public
artworks dedicated to the topic of climate change and anthropocene have
become more numerous, especially in
the United Kingdom (7) (where the
debate is more animated) but lately in
Italy as well. (8)

Andreco – Cave – wall painting – Cagliari – galleria del sale - 2016
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criticize those artworks and consider
them useless. Artworks can change
the perception of the environmental
problem by the communities. People
often need to get both emotionally and
intellectually involved. As mentioned
in the article “The art museum as lab
to re-calibrate values towards sustainable development” (11): “Culture is at
the heart of system change because it
directly influences individual behavior”. For an artist, there are different
ways to contribute to this change.
“Nature As Art” A New Methodology
I’m affected by environmental issues.
Intellectually and emotionally, they
have an impact on my existence and
my work. I am first of all an ecologist.
For many years I have worked both as
an environmental engineer and as a
visual artist.
My artwork was influenced by my scientific research. As an engineer, I am

specialized in sustainable resources
management, green infrastructures
and climate change mitigation and
adaptation interventions. I have been
working on my research for many
years during my PhD and postdoc. I
always applied my research by building prototypes and realizing projects
based on those prototypes. At some
point I was working in the construction field as a consultant in sustainable
building solutions and was involved
in international cooperation projects
in Africa, South America and Eastern
Europe. Simultaneously I was working and doing my researching as a
visual artist. During that year my scientific research was having progressively more influence on my artwork.
At one point I decided to overlap the
two researches.
I developed a method called Nature as
Art. A common operation in my work
is to transpose natural elements from
a natural to an artificial environment,
an operation that changes the point

of view, the perception and the conventional meaning of objects. As a
result of this action, natural elements
become the artwork itself. ”Nature
as art” is a tribute to Nature. Of
course this operation originates from
several influences as, for example,
Marcel Duchamp’s “object trouve”
(“found object” in English), now called
“readymade”, objects or products with
non-art functions which, when placed
into an art context, become a part of
an artwork. My work has also been influenced by the Land Art practices, for
example, by the artist Richard Long,
who used to bring rocks to the gallery and use them for his installations.
During the same time period there
was “Arte Povera” in Italy (Giuseppe
Penone, Mario Merz, Pino Pascali)
and in Germany (Joseph Beuys). The
artists belonging to that movement
used unconventional materials, often
of natural origin, for their art pieces.
I value those works, but the operation
that I fulfill is drastically different.

Andreco – Back to the Land Installation – Courtesy Studio La Citta’, Verona. ph: Michele Sereni - 2016
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Andreco – From Clouds to Rock installation – Courtesy Traffic Gallery, Bergamo - 2014

As professor Angela Vettese rightly
mentioned during the conference “Art
and Science at the time of Climate
Change”, part of the climate 04 project, at the University Ca’ Foscari in
Venice: “It’s necessary to connect Andreco’s work to the Land Art Movement of the 60’s and 70’s and to the
Art and Nature or Art and Politics art
practice. [...] But those movements
where connected to nature in a Romantic way ,in the sense of early 19th
century Romanticism. [...] Most of the
artists that work at the intersection of
art and nature now, act without scientific and technical base, they exemplify issues and fulfill a “pointing operation”, while Andreco enriches the
concept of his artwork with a deep
scientific base thanks to his technical
knowledge and background.”
The fundamental difference
between my work and the movements of the past is that my artwork is influenced by the most

recent scientific research on environmental engineering and climate change.
Most of the time my public artworks
and installations are site specific. I do
field research and find the most relevant scientific articles related to the
topic of the work. When possible, I
personally interview the authors of
articles in order to have additional
information. Eventually, I develop a
concept for an artwork, inspired by
these scientific papers and the social,
cultural and environmental characteristics of the area. There is a necessary
gap between a scientific article and
a concept of an artwork. That gap
is created through my ‘vision’. Contrary to the scientific method, the
gap created by the artistic practice is
not rational, it contributes to conceptual and visual associations. That gap
gives space needed for the ‘jump’ from
the scientific method to a visionary
artistic process.
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Some examples of such a ‘jump’:
1) The Green Man, an installation
created for “Contemporary Alchemy”,
Andreco’s solo show in NYC. A Man
made by plant that purify the air
polluted by a men made in flesh and
bones.” (12)
2) Installation created for the Adiacenze Gallery in 2013, in which I
hung from the ceiling a local tree,
which, based on a CNR (National
Research Center) study, is capable of
transforming the largest amount of
CO2. (13)
3) Installation made of ferns that I often use because of the ability of ferns
to remove metal pollutants from the
soil.
4) The Wall painting in Brescia, a city
that is an international case of industrial pollution by PCB. I did a wall
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Andreco – ferns installation – Nomadic Landscapes – courtesy of Adiacenze, Bologna 2013

painting that symbolically represented
the biochemical process of phyto-remediation of PCB by the roots of the
plants and by fungi. (14)

launched Climate followed by Climate
Art Project.

5) “The Philosophical Tree”, a public
wall painting made in Bologna, with
photocatalytic paint able to treat NOx
in small parts. Inspired by an EU research project on water and air treatment. “A painted Tree that aim to
works as a real tree” (15)

The Climate Art Project (www.climateartproject.com) is a platform for
international debate between science,
art, philosophy and activism, which
explores the causes and consequences
of climate change and the environmental crisis and conflicts.

All of these examples are based on
the “Nature as Art” method. In these
works not the plants, but rather chemical-physical reactions produced by
the plants are the protagonists. Those
reactions formed the work I was willing to create and share.

It is also the official home website for
the Climate initiatives, a project based
on scientific and social studies about
climate change.

Currently, I am doing research on the
causes and effects of climate change
and on the possible solutions for climate change adaptation and mitigation. This topic stems from both
artistic and scientific fields. In 2015 I

Climate Art Project

The Climate project consists of a
series of interventions that took place
in different European cities. The project started in November 2015 during
the COP21 in Paris, and continued in
Bologna, Bari and Venice.
Climate project is articulated in a form
of various site specific interventions,
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such as installations in the urban
space, mural paintings, shows and lectures which aim to create a connection
between science, ecology and art. This
dialogue helps translate the latest scientific research on causes and effects
of climate change into the artworks.
Climate emphasizes the weaknesses
of the territory where each individual
project takes place. In Bari, the main
theme was the accelerating desertification caused by rising temperature.
In Bologna the focus was on air pollutants and greenhouse gases, and in
Venice I focused on the sea level rise.
1) CLIMATE 01 – Climate Change
Causes and Consequences - Paris –
2015
CLIMATE01 was the first step of an
art project inspired by the scientific
debate about Climate Change.
CLIMATE01 ended a week before
the Cop21 conference in Paris and the
84

People’s Climate March took place.
I created a mural inspired by the
consequences of climate change as
well as an installation made of wood
and climbing plants in a community
garden with the help of the local community. As a part of the project I also
painted the façade of an elementary
school, where I taught a class and gave
a lecture on my research on Art and
Science for the course of Philosophy
of Art at La Sorbonne University.

CO2 cycles. This mural was featured
on the façade of Richomme Primary
School, in the 18th district, at the very
heart of the historical and multiethnic
neighborhood known as “La Goutte
d’Or” (The Golden Drop).

Here below is a text that I wrote together with Vittorio Parisi, curator of
the project.

Stage #1: Public and participative
sculpture
Jardin partagé Beaudelire
http://www.andreco.org/installations/climate01

“Paris became a stage a two acts creation. The first part of the project
consisted in an installation, a 5 meters
tall wooden sculpture in the Jardin
partagé Beaudelire, a community
garden located in an empty lot of Rue
Baudelique in the 18th district. The
second stage of this project took a
form of a wall painting aimed to represent water, Nitrogenous cycle and

It is not a coincidence that a project
that took inspiration from the climate
change effect on the environment
was launched in Paris right before the
Cop21 forum took place.

Revegetation of empty lots is very
common in Paris, especially in the
18th district. Locals get together in
order to promote urban horticulture,
prevent overbuilding and take care of
the spaces which otherwise would be
left abandoned. The artist understands
how important the green spaces in the

cities are for healthy environment,
water and heat management and the
good “land use” planning. His artistic
practice in the urban context also has
been inspired by the “UGT” Urban
Green Technologies, a topic of his research for many years, and the aesthetics of interstitial landscapes described
by Gilles Clement in his “Third Landscape Manifesto” (Manifeste du tiers
paysage).
Andreco’s sculpture, a result of a collective effort, has been built around
and on top of a platform used to grow
herbs and small vegetables, a kind
of symbolic “protective armor”. The
sculpture is designed for interacting
with the plants of the garden, especially with some climbing vines. As a
landmark for the territory the sculpture becomes a sign of the garden’s
identity and of the local claims for the
environment. This artwork integrates
a series of sculptural projects that the
artist had fulfilled for a broader research about the relations between

Andreco – Coltivare Utopia – Gramsci camposud – Echi dal Sud – Cartec Musei Civici, Caglieri, 2017
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Andreco – Phytoremediation of PCB, Wall Painting and workshop, In fact In Fiction, Brescia 2016

Andreco - Philosophical Tree – Frontier – Bologna 2012
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Andreco – Climate 01 – courtesy Pigment Workroom and GFR, Paris 2015

Andreco – Climate 01 – Sculpture – Courtesy of Pigment Workroom and GFR, Paris, 2015
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humans and nature.
The sculpture was officially presented
in November 2015, a week after the
(Bataclan attacks). During the opening, the artist together with children
and adults from the local community
planted climbing vines around the
sculpture.
Stage #2: Wall painting
Richomme Elementary School,
“La goutte d’or”
http://ww.andreco.org/installations/
climate01
Climate scientists have documented
that global warming is happening
and that fossil fuel emissions are the
primary cause. A wealth of scientific
evidence shows that the above-mentioned impacts are primarily the result
of increased levels of heat-trapping
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere—
carbon that can be traced back to the

fuels (coal, oil, and natural gas) that
fossil fuel companies have extracted
and brought to market.
Andreco painted a mural meant to represent his own symbolic and schematic interpretation of global warming’s
main consequences, such as the rise of
the sea level, longer wildfire seasons,
heavier precipitations and flooding,
intensification of heat waves. The
artist also taught a class to the school
students, in which he explained his
work and talk about climate change
that is currently affecting communities, people and businesses.
Stage #3: Artist Talk
La Sorbonne University and Richomme Elementary School
Two different talks were given by Andreco in Paris, one at the University
La Sorbonne in the course of Art Aesthetics and on other at the elementary
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school. “
(Text written together with Vittorio Parisi, curator of the project from Pigment
Workroom)
2) CLIMATE 02 – Emissions - Bologna – 2016
CLIMATE 02 – Emissions – was focused on visualization of invisible air
pollutants and greenhouse gases. The
location is one of the most polluted
areas of the city of Bologna.
http://www.andreco.org/installations/climate-emissions-mural/
Below is the text that I wrote together with
Cheap Festival, curator of the project.
Andreco has created a site-specific artwork, with clear references to the cars
emissions, with the heating systems one of the main causes of pollution in
cities. The artwork is situated on the
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wall of Bologna Bus Station, in one of
the most vehicular congested parts of
the urban area. Emissions (the title of
the project) is the second phase of Climate, an itinerary macro project on
climate change Andreco launched in
Paris in conjunction with COP21, the
last UN conference on this topic. The
work in Bologna has been realized
for the “Cheap Festival” and includes
both a wall surface and billboards.
Conceived with a narrative development that proceeds by symbols, the
work evolves on two thematic strands
that are overconnected, recognizable
in the double combination surface /
technical: a painting on the wall and
the posters on billboards. The mural
is meant to be seen starting from the
corner between viale Masini and Via
Capo di Lucca going towards the train
station. On the first two blocks of
the wall, framed by the pillars of the
shelter, the artist realized an upward
nebula that refers to the pollutants

in the exhaust gases from vehicular
traffic. In the third block, the focus
is instead set on the pollutants that
generate the greenhouse effect. The
focus then shifts to pollution in the
water cycle. In the following blocks,
there are functions that represent the
percentage of CO2 in the atmosphere:
the curves show in a symbolic way the
recommended level (350 ppm (parts
per million) of CO2) for reducing
climate change. On the right other
functions refer to the rising temperatures. These functions become abstract signs and by them originates a
branch that progressively takes fire:
the consequences of climate change
are illustrated as floods on one side
and fire on the other. Further ahead
th painting on the wall is alternated
with the posters, the first of which expands the exhaust gas cloud that originates from the base of the wall. This
thickening process increases billboard
after billboard: from fine dust (PM10)

scattered into the air to its’ precipitation on earth, to the monolith until
it gets to the mountain and the final
stage is a completely black poster.
With this mural Andreco once again
depicts the relationship between man
and nature, and, by referring to the recent research on environmental sustainability and climate changes, keeps
producing, with an unexpected and
subtle language, an intense criticism
of anthropogenic pollution generated
by the use of fossil fuels.
(Text written together with Cheap
Festival curators of the projects)
3) CLIMATE 03 – Desertification Puglia – 2016
For Climate 03 I produced an artwork
inspired by desertification studies of
the area and the local agricultures and
social traditions.
Below is the text written together with

Andreco – Climate 02 – Emission – courtesy Cheap Festival, Bologna 2016
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Mario Nardulli and Vittorio Parisi, curators of the project.
Andreco – CLIMATE Project in
Bitonto, Bari
http://www.andreco.org/installations/climate-03---desertification--bari/
For the third step of his Climate Project, Andreco completed a new wall
painting in Bitonto, Bari. The project represents a perfect synthesis of
the artistic vision of Andreco, always
linked to the complex relationship
between the human being and the
nature, and a multidisciplinary approach to his productions. The project
represents a moment of reflection on
the consequences of climate change,
emphasizing in particular the environmental and social repercussions.
This third step has been possible
thanks to the help of the associations
Pigment Workroom, Poetry in Ac-

tion and the support of the exhibition
‘Joy of Creation’ on architect Kuthz.
Climate 03 reflects on the desertification phenomenon, “a type of land
degradation in which a relatively dry
area of land becomes increasingly
arid, typically losing its bodies of water as well as vegetation and wildlife.
It is caused by a variety of factors, such
as through climate change”. (Unccd,
United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification).
One of the consequences of climate
change is acceleration of desertification phenomena. The scientific community agrees that the polluting emissions, result of the anthropic activity,
are causing a progressive increase of
the temperature and a strong climate
alteration. The latter favors a series of
events such as floods, tsunamis, hurricanes, passing through the melting
of glaciers, fires and phenomena of
desertification of semi-arid areas, the

latter reaching about 27% of the land
surface.
This third stage is inevitably linked to
the work environment, Puglia in fact
is still considered an area at risk, for
being subject to drought and desertification. The disequilibrium is caused
by an inhomogeneous distribution of
water resources, in addition to the
alteration of rainfall due to climate
change. At the same time, the choice
of using a red color, in addition to the
grey, refers to the maps that highlight areas subject to desertification.
The intervention is inspired by the
river Tiblis, a small rocky stream on
which Bitonto stands, but it is also a
tribute to agricultural workers, to the
constant struggle to make these lands
fertile. (text written together with Mario
Nardulli and Vittorio Parisi, curators of
the project)
4) CLIMATE 04 – Sea Level Rise -

Andreco – Climate 03 – Desertification – Courtesy Piigment workroom -Bitonto, Bari 2016
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Andreco – Climate 04 – Sea Level Rise – Venice 2017-2018

Andreco – Climate 04 – Sea Level Rise – Wall Painting - Venice 2017-2018
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Venice – 2017
Climate 04 was the last intervention
that took place in Venice, during the
Climate week, Climathon, the COP23
in Bonn and during the Venice Art
Biennale. It was dedicated to the issue
of Sea Level Rise, a real urgency for
the Venice lagoon. In order to put together the project I created a network
of research centers, Universities, local
institutions, associations, activists,
galleries and companies as technical
sponsors. Together we created a big
scale installation, a wall painting on
the Grand Canal of Venice, and organized a conference. The wall painting,
100 meters long, represents an artistic
visualization of the studies about sea
level rise and extreme waves, based
on the scientific evidence and estimates provided by research centers involved in the project. It was a “pointing” operation aimed at showing the
problem to the local and international
community. The installation includes
some autochthonous plants meant to
emphasize the environmental benefits
of coastal plants and to show their role
both in the adaptation and mitigation
of climate changes and in protecting
Venice. An academic conference en-

titled “Art and Science at the time of
Climate Change” was the third and
last intervention.
Below is the official text of the project:
Climate 04-Sea Level Rise
http://www.andreco.org/installations/climate-04---sea-level-rise--venice/
Visual artist Andreco presents in
Venice Climate 04-Sea Level Rise, a
project between art and science focused on the consequences of climate
change and the rising sea level.
The Climate 04-Sea Level Rise project
chose Venice as a symbol, one of the
most exposed to this kind of risk cities which potentially is destined to be
submerged, according to the majority
of present forecasts.
This project is inspired by international research fulfilled by IPPC, Delta
Committee, WGBU and by the articles published by professor Rahmstorf and the researchers from the
CNR-ISMAR about the effects of the
sea rising in Venice lagoon. (16)
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The project consists of three different
interventions, specifically conceived
and designed for the city of Venice: a
big wall painting, an installation and a
talk aimed at analyzing climate change
from both scientific and artistic points
of view.
The mural will be created on the
Venice Grand Canal in Fondamenta
Santa Lucia, and will represent an
artistic translation of the studies about
sea level rise and extreme waves,
based on the scientific evidence and
estimates provided by research centers involved in the project.
Another thought about the lagoon
ecosystem will be represented by an
installation, which will consist of
autochthonous plants (17) meant to
emphasize the environmental benefits
of coastal plants and to show their role
both in the adaptation and mitigation
of climate change and in protecting
Venice.
The third and last intervention is an
academic conference featuring talks
by international scientific researchers and international contemporary
art protagonists and aimed at bring92

Andreco – Climate 04 – Sea Level Rise – Sculpture, ph: Like Agency, Venice 2017-2018

Andreco – Climate 04 – Sea Level Rise – Sculpture, ph: Like Agency, Venice 2017-2018
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Andreco – Climate 04 – Sea Level Rise – wall painting, Venice 2017-2018

IPCC – Global Sea Level Rise scenario
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Andreco – The End - Parata della fine – Centro Pecci per l’arte contemporanea, Prato, 2017

ing the concepts and motivations
which inspired the project Climate
04-Sea Level rise to a broader audience while stimulating a public discussion about the causes and effects of
climate change, a topic that is crucial
both for the city of Venice and the
whole planet. The title of the conference is: Art and Science at the time
of Climate Change” and the speakers
are: Andreco – Visual Artist, Fabrizio
Panozzo - Management Department
of Ca’ Foscari University, Angela
Vettese – Director at the Visual Art
and Fashion curricula of IUAV University, Venezia, Georg Umgiesser,
Alvise Benetazzo and Debora Bellafiore – CNR-Ismar; Andrea Lerda Platform Green.

ficare, Studio La Città, One Contemporary Art, ASLC progetti per l’arte,
Regione Veneto, De Castelli, Spring
Color, Platform Green and Gorgo
Magazine.

The project has been realized thanks
to the collaboration between various public and private subjects, such
as m.a.c.lab-Ca’ Foscari, University
IUAV of Venice, CNR-ISMAR, Arti-

A collective performance, inspired by
the book “The End of the World” (Esiste un mondo a Venire? D. Danowski
and E. Viveiros de Castro), in which
a group of actors re-enact a funeral

Special Projects
During the same time period I have
also directed two performances related to the local consequences of
global warming.
1) The End Parade - Parata Della
Fine - Anthropocene Parade – Centro
Pecci - Prato
http://www.andreco.org/installations/parata-della-fine---centro-pecci---prato/
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parade, asking Mother Earth to forgive them for their emissions, hoping
that the global warming process is still
reversible. The performance transmits
the fear of The End and the feeling of
insecurity common for our time.
2) “Arvoreis Nao Choram” - Vila Nova
de Gaia – Portugal
http://www.andreco.org/installations/arvores---performance---portugal/
A collective performance created together with citizens and local actors,
a parade through the streets of Vila
Nova de Gaia and Porto, in Portugal, a
tribute to the dead trees burnt during
the wild fires. Extension of the wild
fire season due to the heat waves is the
most relevant consequence of global
warming in Portugal. The performance was inspired by several scientific
papers about heat waves and wild fires
in Portugal and by some poems by
95

Andreco – Arvoreis – Vila Nova de Gaia, Porto - Portugal, 2017

Anabela Espanca. “Thees, my dears,
don’t cry, I’m also screaming, thirsty.”
Observation on the Climate Art
Project
The Climate Art Project output could
also be considered an artistic climate
data visualization. The artistic operation consists in creating new symbolic
icons for representing scientific environmental studies. The images created
are neither figurative, nor abstract,
but symbolic with a conceptual hidden
meaning. The final representation
might seem a rebus to the public. Data,
variables, and equations are spread in
the drawings. The images are open to
interpretation of the public, someone
might recognize the variables, others
not, but that is not important. What is
crucial is for the public to understand
that the work is a tribute to Nature
and that part is usually legible to all
the viewers.

The Climate Change Project has raised
a debate on climate change in each city
where it has been hosted. Scientists,
art critics and curators, citizens and
activists joined the same debate panel
on climate change. The project was
published in Italy and internationally.
The climate art project is an example
of a multidisciplinary project that
proves that working in this direction
gives results.
Conclusion
Visual art projects can actively contribute to the international debate on
climate change. However, art and science projects alone are not sufficient
for inciting change. Visual art is just
another language, as scientific, political and philosophical languages, that
can contribute to the discussion.
Philosopher Jaques Ranciere once ex-
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pressed an interesting thought on the
relationship between the artist and
the public, “Artists need equality as
explicators need inequality” (18). The
Climate Art Project aims to create a
territory of conversation that could be
shared with the public. Conversation
created by an artist is “horizontal”.
In fact, the public can elaborate the
visual input given by the artwork and
make their own conclusion. Explicators, such as teachers or politicians
for Ranciere, used a “vertical” conversation, from the top, presented as
a statement to learn or as propaganda
to believe, with less space for an individual elaboration and interpretation.
I believe that the contribution of the
artistic language to the debate originates from this open and horizontal
approach. It allows for new and unexpected questions.
The Climate Art Project is not an
advertisement or a form of com96

munication, it is an art and science
project that aims to affect the emotional sphere of the observer and to
indirectly influence their environmental awareness, in accordance to
G. Deleuze’s affirmation: “A work of
art is not an instrument of communication. A work of art has nothing
to do with communication. [...] In
contrast, there is a fundamental affinity between a work of art and an act
of resistance. It has something to do
with information and communication
as an act of resistance.“ Deleuze ended
his conference “What is the Creative
Act?” saying, “There is no work of
art that does not call on a people who
does not yet exist.”
The point is: Is the public always
ready for a revolutionary change of
habit, conscience and approach to the

environment?
Bruno Latour explains very well how
our relationship with Gaia at the time
of Anthropocene has changed and has
become more materialist. The Anthropocentric perception is dominant
in all the capitalist societies. There is a
feeling that neoliberalism is the only
possible solution. “It is easier to imagine the end of the world, than the
end of Capitalism.” Mark Fisher explains this concept in his book, Capitalist Realism, (19) where the natural
resources are as infinite as the profits.
But it is evident that the ‘Realism’ is
a parody that is very distant from
Reality. That Capitalism is at a critical
point. Massive migrations, pollutions,
inequity, lack of resources, economic
crisis and instability are evident signs.

Several anthropologists use the indigenous societies, such as the Inuit
and the Native American Indians, the
Yanomami, or the indigenous of the
Amazon, as examples of societies that
are in balance with their local environment. David Greaber did it (20) and
a recent book “The End of the Word”
written by Deborah Danowski and
Eduardo Viveiro de Castro, introduces a scenario of a possible end and
extinction due to global warming. The
text also uses examples of the indigenous community as a different way to
approach the environment.
There is no need in joining the primitivistic theories or going back to a
non-technological society. The ultimate goal is to try change the approach
to Gaia from an anthropocentric, utilitarian and nihilist to a more balanced,

Andreco and Dem – Roots – Dro, Tn, Italy, 2012
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ecocentric, sustainable and resilient.
When we manage to see that “Humanity is Nature becoming self-conscious”
as Elisee Reclus noted many years ago
(21), we will realize that we are part of
Nature and destroying Nature means
destroying ourselves. Reclus called
a social-ecological revolution aimed
at replacing the system of domination with engaged and compassionate
communities in solidarity with humanity and Nature. He was already
aware of those things.
Coming back to modern times, a
transition from fossil fuel to renewable resources is absolutely necessary.
Circular economy with zero impact
on the ecosystem, such as sustainable water management, is possible.
The scientific research must be funded, and ethical and green businesses
should receive incentives. While the
pollutant activities must be stopped.
It is absolutely necessary to create a

network consisting of different experiences and initiatives on Climate
Change in order to create a strong and
interdisciplinary debate. The debate is
supposed to generate Climate Actions
and new strategy of adaptation and
mitigation should be developed. It is
important to act fast during this relatively short permanence of our generation on our planet.
ANDRECO
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ANDRECO
ANDRECO WAS BORN IN ROME, WORKS
BETWEEN ROME, BOLOGNA AND NEW
YORK CITY AS ARTIST AND SCIENTIST.
ANDRECO IS ALSO AN ENVIRONMENTAL
ENGINEER PHD SPECIALIZING IN SUSTAINABLE RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
IN DIFFERENT CLIMATE CONDITIONS, HE
DID POSTDOC RESEARCHES ON GREEN
TECHNOLOGIES FOR URBAN SUSTAINABILITY COLLABORATING WITH THE SCHOOL
OF ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURE
OF THE UNIVERSITY OF BOLOGNA AND
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
CITY. HIS ARTISTIC RESEARCH IS FOCUSED ON THE RELATION BETWEEN HUMANS AND NATURE AND BETWEEN THE
BUILT ENVIRONMENT AND THE NATURAL
LANDSCAPE. SINCE 2000 ANDRECO IS
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RESEARCHING ON DIFFERENT TOPICS
AS ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY,
URBANISM, ECOLOGY AND SYMBOLISM,
ON THE BASE OF THIS RESEARCHES HE
IS CREATING NEW SYMBOLS. ANDRECO
USES MANY TECHNIQUES TO REPRESENT HIS ART, FROM PUBLIC INSTALLATIONS TO VIDEOS OR WALL PAINTINGS
AND DRAWINGS. ANDRECO WORKED FOR
SEVERAL INTERNATIONAL FESTIVALS, M
SEUMS AND GALLERIES AN
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